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ABSTRACT

This is the fifth thesis of the Space Thermoacoustic

Refrigerator (STAR) project which will be launched aboard

the Space Shuttle in 1991 to demonstrate the potential of

this technology for cooling satellite electronics and

sensors. It describes the design, con3truction, and testing

of the resonator portion of the refrigerator along with its

integration with the existing driver and control electronics

which werp the subject of four previous theses. This

resonator incorporates a helium diffusion barrier enabling

it to hold ten atmospheres of working gas without leaking.

An optimum operating frequency has been chosen based on

electroacoustic efficiency measurements and the refrigerator

has been allowed to run continuously and autonomously for up

to one week at a time to simulate the planned space flight.

A lowest temperature of -500 C at a temperature ratio of

Tc/Th=0. 7 5 and a maximum coefficient of performance relative

to Carnot of 14 percent has been obtained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This thesis describes the design, construction, and

testing of the resonator for the Space T" -irmoacoustic

Refrigerator (STAR), as well as the integration of the

acoustical and electrical subsystems as designed by Harris

and Volkert [Ref. 1] and Byrnes [Ref. 2], respectively.

Additionally, thermoacoustic improvements by Susalla [Ref.

3] to Hofler's original refrigerator [Ref. 4] are utilized

in establishing the actual working heat pump.

A. BACKGROUND

1. History of Thermoacoustics

The earliest known example of thermoacoustics, and

acoustical prime movers in particular, is the Sondhaus tube.

Glass blowers in the eighteenth century noticed that when a

hot glass bulb was attached to a cool glass tube, the tube

opening would emit sound. Sondhaus examined the relation

between the pitch of the sound and the size of the apparatus

while Rayleigh, by 1896, correctly explained the phenomena

in a qualitative manner. A second important phenomenon is

the Taconis oscillations in which a gas-filled tube, exposed

to room temperature on one end and liquid helium temperature

(40 K) on the opposite end, oscillates with extremely high

1



amplitudes. Again, Taconis explained the occurrence in the

same qualitative manner as did Rayleigh.

The first example of an acoustic heat pump was the

pulse-tube refrigerator in which Gifford and Longsworth, by

applying low-frequency high-amplitude oscillations to one

end of a closed chamber, achieved a temperature ratio of

Tc/Th=i/2 with the cold end being at that end where the

oscillations were applied (Figure I-1). At about the same

time, Merkli and Thomann found that, in an acoustic standing

wave in a duct with walls at uniform temperature, heat is

transported from the region near the velocity antinode to

the region near the adjacent pressure antinode.

A significant improvement to thermoacoustic

performance came about in 1962 when Carter found that the

Sondhaus effect was augmented by placing a stack of parallel

plates within the tube section. This effect is best

exemplified by the Hofler Tube (Appendix D) in which very

high amplitude oscillations are induced in a quarter

wavelength tube by applying a large temperature gradient

across a stack of plates located approximately half way

between the ends of the tube.

The theoretical explanation of these thermoacoustic

effects began with Kirchoff in 1868 when he explained the

attenuation of sound waves in a duct due to thermal

diffusion between the isothermal duct walls and the gas

supporting the sound waves. And while several unsuccessful

2
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attempts were made by others to further thermoacoustic

theory, it was Rott, beginning in 1969, who finally

established a complete theory for heat driven oscillations

and acoustic heat transport that could be successfully

applied to thermoacoustic heat pumps and refrigerators.

Hofler, for his part, was able to numerically solve

the Rott equations and apply them to the research being

conducted by J.C. Wheatly and Greg Swift and himself as he

persued his Doctoral degree at the Los Alamos National

Laboratory. Hofler designed and built a working

thermoacoustic refrigerator and made measurements of its

thermoacoustic efficiency accounting for all energy losses

and loads.

2. History of STAR

The history of STAR begins with the Hofler Ph.D

thesis refrigerator (Figure 1-2). This project provided a

means for performing controlled experiments which tested

thermoacoustic theory and was a pioneering step toward a

practical thermoacoustic cryocooler. This thermoacoustic

heat pump consisted of a modified 1/4 wavelength resonator

pressurized with ten atmospheres of helium and driven by an

electrodynamic loudspeaker at about 500 Hz. It contained a

stack of parallel plates with the hot end maintained at room

temperature Th. This stack was actually a long piece of

0.08 mm thick plastic sheet wound spirally around a 1/4 inch

diameter rod. Lengths of fishing line where glued

4



Figure 1-2. Hofler Refrigerator
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transversely on to the sheet to give a constant spacing.

The length and diameter of the stack where 8 cm and 3.8 cm,

respectively. The loudspeaker delivered thirteen watts of

acoustic power to the resonator with an electroacoustic

conversion efficiency of twenty percent. The lowest

temperature obtained was Tc=2000 K, producing a temperature

ratio of Tc/Th=0.6 7 . The highest measured efficiency was

twelve percent of Carnot at Tc/Th=0.82 and with an applied

heat load of three watts.

Having moved to the Naval Postgraduate school (NPS)

tc continue his post doctoral studies, Hofler together with

Steven Garrett proposed the design and construction of a

thermoacoustic cryocooler based on the Hofler thesis

refrigerator to be launched aboard the Space Shuttle in a

"Get Away Special" (GAS) package. The first two theses, in

a succession of theses culminating in this one, were done by

Susalla and Fitzpatrick in which several improvements to the

Hofler refrigerator were tested. The efficiency of the

refrigerator was significantly improved by using a mixture

of helium and xenon which lowers the Prandtl number of the

working medium and improves the intrinsic thermodynamic

performance of the stack. In addition, various stack

modifications and variations were explored.

The Fitzpatrick thesis presented a preliminary

design for an electrodynamic driver for the proposed space

cryocooler, along with a design for the helium tight driver

6



housing with electrical feed-throughs, microphone,

accelerometer, and pressure gauge. A modified JBL 2450J

neodymium-iron-boron compression driver was selected because

of the considerable weight reduction afforded by this new

and highly energetic magnet material. Additionally,

Fitzpatrick described techniques for measuring the

electrical and mechanical parameters of the driver.

The team of Harris and Volkert took on the task of

actually building the flight driver and housing as their

thesis. The measured efficiency for the driver with a 1/2

wavelength straight tube resonator was in close agreement

with the predicted values. It was found that a maximum

electroacoustic efficiency of 50% was obtained when the

resonant frequency of the driver matched the resonant

frequency of a mock refrigerator-like resonator with stack.

A useful observation was that the efficiency decreased by

only 10% when the resonator and driver resonance frequencies

were off by as much as +/-14%. A design for the flight

resonator was also presented along with preliminary tests

for a low heat conduction wall for the stack section of the

resonator that would hold 10 atmospheres of helium without

diffusive losses. This wall consisted of a 0.001 inch

stainless steel foil tube soldered at both ends to copper

subsections and then wrapped with resin saturated fiberglass

tape to provide strength.

7



B. STAR

1. Acoustical Subsystems

The acoustical subsystems, show in Figure 1-3, that

will be described in this thesis are the electrodynamic

driver, driver housing, resonator, thermoacoustic stack and

heat exchangers, thermal isolation vacuum chamber, and gas

handling and analysis system. The first two subsystems,

while having been designed and built by previous thesis

students, will require extensive description both because of

the dependence of this thesis on those subsystems and

because modifications were made to the original design in

the construction of back up units. The remainder of the

subsystems as well as the back up units were constructed and

tested by the author.

The driver housing does more than simply hold the

electrodynamic driver. The considerable mass and size of

the housing in relation to the driver serves as a heat sink

for the heat generated by the driver and the heat pumped

away from the cold end of the resonator. And, while cooling

coils will be wrapped around the driver housing for ground

based testing, in flight configuration the housing will be

bolted to a standard 12 inch bolt circle provided on the GAS

cannister lid which will act as a massive radiator/heat-

sink. Additionally, the driver housing must be capable of

containing ten atmospheres of helium.

8



Acoustical Subsystems
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The driver voice coil is attached to an aluminum

reducer cone which is in turn attached to a nickel bello:s

providing a means of transferring acoustic pressure to tne

resonator without the need for sliding seals. A miniature

Endevco accelerometer is attached to the reducer cone to

monitor displacement magnitude and phase relative to the

acoustic pressure at the bellows face. The acoustic

pressure is monitored by a Valpey-Fisher quartz microphone

followed by an Eltec MOSFET impedance converter located

directly within the driver housing in close proximity to the

microphone. A capillary leak is provided between the

housing internal volume and the resonator volume to allow

for pressure equalization during operation and for the

purging and filling of the entire system through a single

port located in the driver housing. There are electrical

feed-throughs to provide access to the driver voice coil,

microphone, and accelerometer. Finally, there is an Omega

PX-80 pressure transducer mounted to the side of the housing

to monitor the pressure of the gas mixture.

The resonator is a modified quarter wavelength type

with the driver at the closed end. The open end is

terminated by a tapered "trumpet" and sealed .y a

surrounding sphere. Thus, an open termination is simulated

while still allowing the resonator to hold ten atmospheres

of gas mixture. The thermoacoustic stack and heat

exchangers are located in a section of the resonator

10



designed to allow a minimum of heat conduction back to the

cold end. The resonator is instrumented with thermocouples

at both the cold and hot ends and wrapped with multiple

layers of superinsulation to prevent reheating by reflecting

infrared radiation. An electrical heater element is wrapped

around the cold end of the resonator reducer neck to permit

measurement -.f refrigerator performance with a variable and

quantifiable heat load.

The thermal isolation vacuum chamber surrounds the

resonator and seals against the bottom surface of the driver

housing with an o-ring. The flight refrigerator will have

one port for evacuation of the chamber and an electrical

feed through to allow access to the thermocouples and

heater. The ground based chamber uses a large mechanical

vacuum pump in conjunction with an oil diffusion pump to

simulate the vacuum conditions in space. The chamber is

instrumented with Granville-Philips thermocouple pressure

gauges and an ionization vacuum gauge.

The gas handling system consists of a panel with an

arrangement of valves to allow the refrigerator to be

evacuated by a small itchanical pump and filled with gas.

This panel has a differential pressure gauge and calibrated

flow impedance to allow for the monitoring of the flow rate.

The gas analysis system consists of a small acoustically

resonant cavity and support electronics providing the means

11



to accurately determine the sound velocity in the gas

mixture, and thus, the ratio of helium to xenon or argon.

2. Electrical Subsystems

In order for the refrigerator to operate

autonomously, a family of analog and digital electronic

subsystems, shown in Figure 1-4, are employed to keep the

driver running properly and to take useful data. The driver

must be kept on resonance, which can change by as much as

ten percent over the course of a temperature cycle, and the

amplitude must be controlled accurately such that constant

conditions exist for the particular experiment at hand.

In addition to measuring the temperatures at the hot

and cold ends of the resonator; driver housing pressure and

driver parameters such as voice coil current and

displacement must be monitored to maintain the health and

welfare of the experiment. All of these functions are

satisfied by the resonance control board, the multiplexed

measurement board, the analog-to-digital board, the pulse

width modulated heater board, and the computer/controller

and magnetic bubble memory recorder which are described in

an NPS Master's thesis by Byrnes. Additional subsystems

include the switching power amplifier; designed and built by

Instruments Incorporated, and the power distribution system;

designed by David Rigmaiden of the NPS Space Systems Group.

The resonance control board receives a signal from

the microphone and accelerometer and adjusts the driver
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operating frequency and amplitude as necessary. These

signals are also processed to provide suitable data for the

multiplexed measurement board. The resonance control board

does not power the driver directly, but rather, sends the

sinusoidal drive signal to the switching power amplifier

which provides the necessary voltage and current

amplification.

The multiplexed measurement board monitcrs signals

from the i-esonance control board as well as resonator

temperatures, and driver housing pressure. The signals are

read serially and then sent out as an analog differential

voltage siqnal to the analog-to-digital converter board.

This noard converts the voltages to a digital signal which

can be read by the computer and stored in the bubble memory.

The pulse width modulated heater board provides

sixteen possible heater power levels which can be selected

by the computer to be sent to the strip heater attached to

the cold end of the resonator. Current and voltage through

the heater strip are monitored and sent to the multiplexed

measurement board.

The computer/controller board contains a

microprocessor which will carry out the control program

stored in read-only memory. This control program is

responsible for changing operating parameters and monitoring

the status of the refrigerator. The processor monitors data
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from the multiplexed measurement board via the analog-to-

digital converter and sends it to the bubble memory.

Finally, the power distribution system provides the

necessary voltage to the electronics from an array of

batteries consisting of Gates lead-acid rechargeable cells

delivering five ampere-hours at two volts each. These

batteries were chosen because of the NASA requirement for no

outgasing during discharge. Two layers of 42 batteries each

provide a total of 840 watt-hours and are configured to

provide a 28 volt bus.

3. NASA Get Away Special Program

The NASA Get Away Special provides the opportunity

for a small institution to place an experiment in low earth

orbit onboard the Space Shuttle. The experiment is housed

in a container 28 inches high with a volume of five cubic

feet and a maximum capacity of two hundred pounds, (Figure

1-5). The eyneriment must be entirely self contained with

autonomous electrical power, control, and data acquisition

and storage. NASA's only function during the flight will be

to turn the experiment on or off via a switch. The Space

Thermoacoustic Refrigerator (STAR) has been assigned a NASA

payload number of G-337 and is of particular interest to the

agency because of the application possibilities for cooling

low-noise high-speed electronics, high Tc superconductors,

and infrared imaging systems.
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C. SCOPE

This thesis is, in effect, a culmination of all the

previous work done on the STAR electronics subsystems,

acoustic subsystems, driver design, and thermoacoustic

improvements. The author has built the STAR resonator,

thermoacoustic stack, thermal vacuum system, gas handling

system, and various support circuits for data acquisition

and long term testing failsafe protection. But just as

important, all of the separate subsystems have finally been

brought together to produce a working Space Thermoacoustic

Refrigerator.

Chapter two begins with a theoretical approach towards

understanding the phenomenon of thermoacoustic heat pumping.

Chapter three continues with the design and construction of

the STAR resonator, thermoacoustic stack, and heat

exchangers, while chapter four gives a short review of the

STAR driver and its subsystems and the resonance control

board as designed and built by previous students.

Chapter five elaborates on the design and construction

of the gas handling system including the filling and purging

mdnifold, the gas mixing apparatus, the gas mixture

analyzer, and the proper operating procedures for all of

this equipment. Chapter six covers the actual performance

of the refrigerator and presents values for the coefficient

of performance and temperature ratio as a function of the
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applied heat load. The data acquisition system and long

term failsafe devices are also described in this chapter.

Chapter seven concludes the thesis by summarizing the

results and gives recommendations for the final flight

hardware for STAR. Finally, a series of appendices

describes the data acquisition program, the power

measurement circuit, the driver and resonator construction

drawings, the Hofler Tube From Hell, and manufacturer's

specifications.
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II. THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF THERMOACOUSTICS

A. INTRODUCTION

There are two classes of heat engines; the prime mover

and the heat pump as shown in Figure II-l. In a prime mover,

heat flows throuoh the engine from a hot reservoir to a cold

reservoir so that the engine generates work. In a heat pump,

work is done on the engine so that heat flows in the opposite

direction from the cold reservoir to the hot reservoir. It

is the heat pump which is of primary interest in this thesis.

Thermoacoustics and therraoacoustic heat pumping in

particular can be explained by looking at the simple case of

a single solid plate in an acoustic standing wave. The

plate, small in dimensions, is aligned with its plane

parallel to the direction of motion of the fluid or gas

particles. While no interesting effects take place in the

standing wave alone, save for local temperature oscillations

due to adiabatic compression and expansion of the fluid, the

presence of the plate modifies the standing wave causing a

time-averaged heat flux near the surface of the plate and the

absorption or generation of work in the form of sound, also

near the surface of the plate.

In this section two approaches toward understanding these

processes will be presented. The first is an intuitive

Lagrangian approach whereby a parcel of fluid is followed as
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it moves back and forth along the plate. The second is a

more mathematically rigorous approach where a given point in

space is examined as the fluid passes through it.

B. INTUITIVE APPROACH

1. Thermodynamics Background

An upper limit can be placed on the efficiency of a

heat engine by use of the first and second laws of

thermodynamics. In Figure II-I Th and Tc are the temperatures

of the hot and cold reservoirs, Qh and Qc the heat flow rates

to and from the reservoirs and W is the power flow in or out

of the engine. These quantities are all time averaged

powers. The first law of thermodynamics is a statement of

energy conservation

Qh - QC= W. 111

The second law of thermodynamics states simply that the net

entropy change in any cyclic process must be equal to or

greater than zero, or

dS = dQ/T 0. (11-2)

For the prime mover this can be stated as

Qc/T c - Qh/Th 2 0, (11-3)

and similarly for the heat pump

Qh/Th - Qc/Tc 0. (11-4)

The efficiency of the prime mover is known as Carnot's

efficiency q. = W/Qh, which when combined with equations
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(II-1) and (11-3) gives

TC = W/Qh 5 (Th-Tc)/Th" (11-5)

For the heat pump the efficiency is known as Carnot's

coefficient of performance COPc = Qc/W, or using equations

(II-1) and (11-4);

COPC : Tc/(Th-Tc). (II-6)

This determines the maximum coefficient of performance

possible. The actual coefficient of performance is usually

expressed as a fraction of the Carnot efficiency.

2. Acoustic Heat Engine Cycle

One of the primary wonders of the thermoacoustic heat

pump is the lack of moving parts. A traditional refrigerator

requires pistons and/or valves operating with specific

relative timing to move the working fluid through the

necessary thermodynamic cycles. The thermoacoustic

refrigerator has no such moving parts. Rather, it relies on

the presence of two media, the plate and the fluid, to

provide the necessary phasing. As the fluid oscillates back

and forth along the plate it undergoes changes in temperature

due to the adiabatic compression and expansion from the sound

waves. The plate's local temperature also causes temperature

changes in the fluid, but not an instantaneous change. The

heat flow between the fluid and the plate creates a time

delay between the fluid's temperature, pressure, and motion

which drives the fluid through the thermodynamic cycle.
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Although the oscillations in an acoustic heat pump are

sinusoidal, Figure 11-2 depicts the motion as a square wave

in order to simplify the explanation. The thermodynamic

cycle can be considered as consisting of two reversible

adiabatic steps and two irreversible constant-pressure steps

as in Figure 11-3. The plate is assumed to have a mean

tempeldture of Tm and a temperature gradient VT, referenced

to x=O, so that the t2mperature at the left side of the plate

is Tm-XlVT, and the temperature at the right side is Tm+XiVT.

In the first step the fluid is transported along the

plate by a distance 2x I and heated by adiabatic compression

from a temperature TM-XlVT to Tm-XlVT+2TI. Because we are

considering a heat pump and work has been done on the fluid,

the fluid is now at a higher temperature than the plate. In

the second step, at constant pressure, the fluid transfers an

amount of heat dQ to the plate so that its temperature drops

to that of the plate, Tm+xiVT. In the third step the fluid is

transported back along the plate to position -xI and cooled

by adiabatic expansion to a temperature Tm+xVT-2TI. In step

four the fluid absorb2 an amount of heat dQ from the plate,

which was previously deposited by an adjacent parcel of

fluid, thereby raising its temperature back to that of the

plate, Tm-XIVT. So, the heat dQ has in effect been

transported from the cold end of the plate to the warm end.
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C. MATHEMATICAL APPROACH

1. Single Plate Model

To gain a more detailed understanding of the process

of thermoacoustic heat pumping it is necessary to look at the

effects produced by the interaction between the sound waves

and the solid boundary of the plate. Following the example

set by Swift [Ref. 5], except that c is used for sound

velocity; consider a plate of length Ax, width 11/2 and

negligible thickness as in Figure 11-4. The length Ax of the

plate and the acoustic standing wave are both aligned along

the x direction. The acoustic pressure is PASin(kx)Cos(ot)

and the acoustic velocity UACos(kx)Sin(oit) or

-(PA/pmc)Cos (kx)Sin((ot). Time harmonic quantities will be

expressed in complex notation where it should be understood

that only the real part represents the actual physical

solution, and it is assumed that a first order expansion in

the acoustic quantities is sufficient for the following

thermodynamic and acoustic calculations.

The pressure p and velocity u are written as

p = Pm+PASin(kx)eio)t = pm+Plei0t (11-7)

u = iI PA ICos(kx)ei~ot = iuleiwt , Ulxeiwt
pmc

where Pm is the mean pressure which is a real quantity,

i=(-l)1/2, and Plx and ul, are the small acoustic quantities

which are a function of position and which are in general

complex, reflecting their relative time phasing. The time
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dependence is expressed in the term eiWt and, again, it is

understood that the real part is taken to represent the

actual physical solution.

The first task is t,, calculate the oscillating

temperature T=Tm+TIe' t due to the adiabatic sound waves in

the absence of the plate. Using the Maxwell relation

(aT/ap)s (aV/aS)j (11-9)

or

(aT/aP) s = (1/m) (aP-I/aS)P = -(m/p 2 ) (ap/aS)p, (II-10)

T1 may be written as

T1 = (aT/aP)S P1  (1/p 2 m) (ap/s)p 1  (II-ll)

where the entropy per unit mass s has been substituted for

the traditional extensive entropy S. The temperature may now

be expressed as

T1 = -(l/Pm2 ) (ap/aT)p(aT/Ds)p P1 = [TmB/Pmcp] P1  (11-12)

where B = (1/V) (aV/@T)p or (-l/p) (p/laT) 2 is the volume

expansivity or isobaric coefficient of volume expansion

(AV/V)/AT, and cp is the heat capacity per unit mass at

constant pressure. It is evident form (11-12) that since

(TmB/Pmcp) is positive and real, T1 and P1 are in phase.

For an ideal gas we have pV = nRT. Using the

definition for B we can solve for TmB;

TM13 = (Tm/Vm) (aVm/aT)p = (TmnR/Vmpm) (aTm/aT)p = 1. (11-13)

Now, using R = (cp - c v ) or R/cp = (Y - 1)/y, where Y = cp/Cv,
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gives

B = I/Tm = (PmCp/Pm) [(Y-l)/y] (11-14)

or

Tm13 /Pmcp = (Y-1) (Tm/YPm) (1I-15)

Using (11-15) and (11-12) allows Ti/Tm to be written as

Ti/Tm = f3pl/PmCp = (pi/Pmn) 1 (Y-l) /Y] (11-16)

Equation (11-16) states that the fractional

temperature oscillations are on the order of the fractional

pressure variations. For air at 20'C and standard

atmospheric pressure and for acoustic pressure amplitudes

representative of human speech, T1 is on the order of 10-4 0C

so that it is not surprising that thermoacoustic effects are

not normally apparent.

The next step is to introduce the plate of Figure 11-4

and again calculate the temperature oscillations of the gas

near the plate, now expressed as T=Tm+Tleit Several

assumptions must be made at this point in order to simplify

the calculations. It is assumed that the plate is much

shorter than the acoustic wavelength X and that it is

sufficiently far from the pressure and velocity nodes so that

p1 and ul may be considered to be constant over the length of

the plate. The fluid is assumed to have zero viscosity so

that ul is independent of y. It is assumed that the plate

has a given mean temperature gradient of VTm in the x
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direction and the plate's thermal conductivity in that

direction is negligible. Also neglected is the thermal

conductivity of the acoustic medium. Finally, the mean

temperature of the plate and gas are taken as being equal and

independent of y.

The general equation of conductive heat transfer is

written as

pT(as/at + "Vs) = V" (KVT) + (quadratic terms), (11-17)

where V is velocity, K is the thermal conductivity, and the

quadratic terms which represent viscose heating will be

neglected. This equation states that entropy at a point

changes in time because of convective flow of entropy,

conduction of heat, and the creation of entropy by the

quadratic terms. Thermal heat conduction by the plate along

x and by the gas along z will be neglected so that VT is

just DT/ay and s will be assumed to have the form

S=Sm(x)+sleiot . Now, keeping only first order terms, (11-17)

becomes

PmTv(iOsl + u I aSm/ax) = K(a2TI/ay 2) . (II-18)

In order to express s in terms of p and T, it is

necessary to make a series of expansions using :he rules of

partial derivatives and a Maxwell relation;

Tds = T(as/aT)p dT + T(as/aP)T dp

= T(as/aT)p dT - (T/pmV) (V/aT)p dp
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Tds = T(as/aT)p dT - T(apm1 /aT)p dp

= T(as/aT)p dT + (T/p (apm/T)p dp

and finally

Tds = Cp dT - (TB/Pm) dp (11-19)

where cp = T(as/aT)p and the previous definition for B have

been used. Equation (11-19), upon integration, may be

expressed as

Tins I = cpT1 - (Tm8/pm)Pl, (11-20)

and when, along with (11-19), inserted into (11-18) gives a

differential equation for the unknown Tl(Y);

T I +(i82/2) (a2T/ay) = (TmBPl/Pmcp) + i(VTmul/w) (11-21)

where 5c=(2K/w)1/2 is the thermal penetration depth and

K=K/PmCp is the thermal diffusivity of the acoustic medium.

This equation can be solved with the help of an integral

table to arrive at

T, = (TmfPl/Pmcp - VTmulx/(0) (l-e - ( l +i)Y / 5x) (11-22)

Looking at the case far from the plate, y >> S, where

the gas makes poor thermal contact with the plate;

= (TmBPi/Pmcp) - (VTUl/w) . (11-23)

The first term is identical to (11-12) and is due to

adiabatic compression and expansion of the gas. The second

term represents the mean temperature gradient of the gas

which oscillates back and forth along the plate with
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amplitude ul/w. As it oscillates back and forth the

temperature at a given point oscillates by the amount

'VTmui/c. Setting (11-23) equal to zero results in the

definition for a critical mean-temperature gradient

VTCnt = Tm(130)pl/Pmcpuix) . (11-24)

For such a temperature gradient the temperature oscillations

become zero because the temperature changes due to adiabatic

pressure oscillations cancel the displacement oscillations.

This critical temperature gradient may be considered to be

the "border" separating a heat pump from a prime mover.

The y dependent part of equation (11-22) is a complex

quantity. The magnitude approaches 1 for y >> 8K and zero for

y << 8 . For y equal to B. the magnitude is approximately 1.1

but with an imaginary part of 0.27 indicating a 140 phase

shift of the oscillating temperature of the standing wave.

This phase shift is due to the presence of the plate and

leads to a time-averaged heat flux in the x direction as will

now be shown.

Heat is transported along x by the hydrodynamic

transport of entropy, since regular thermal conduction by the

plate along the x direction is being ignored. Swift's

expression for the average heat flux per unit area is

q pmTmSlul, (11-25)

where the subscript 1 denotes a first order quantity and 2

denotes a second order quantity. The average value of the
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product of two complex quantities A and B is AB=(1/2) Re

[AB*], and the star denotes complex conjugate. Using

equation (11-20) allows (11-25) to be rewritten as

= pmcpTlu 1 -Tm1P1 (11-26)

or

q2 pmCp Re[Tlul*] -JTmPRetpiui*]. (11-27)

2 2

The second term is zero for a pure standing wave because

plUl*=-iplUl which is entirely imaginary. The first term,

because T1 is complex, becomes

= - pmcpulx Im[Tr]. (11-28)

2

The heat flux derives its y-dependence, shown in Figure 11-5,

from the y-dependence of TI. It is largest at a distance 8

and becomes zero at the plate surface and at y equal to

infinity.

The total heat flux is now calculated by integrating

q2 over the y-z plane on both sides of the plate

Q2 = f. -2 dydz + f q2 dydz (11-29)
Jpper plate Jlower plate

where the limits of integration are zero to n/2 for z and

zero to infinity for y. The result is

Q2 = 1T2- dy, (11-30)

which is now solved by using (11-22) for TI . The integral
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becomes

UP mp V--Tuixl0 I4l-e'iy/8xe-Y/8x]dy
2 mC' p

or

Q2 = -IpmcP 0Sinty-e-Y/8-1dy (11-31)

which is solved with the use of an integral table to give

Q2 =PM ~P jp VTM1ix 1 1 . (11-32)

Now, by making the substitution r= 'Tm/ VTCi , where the

gradient of the critical temperature is defined in (11-24),

the total heat flux is written as

Q2 = 1168 cTmPpjujx (r'-l) (11-33)
4

The heat flux is proportional to the area nS., to TmB which

equals one for ideal gases, to plul which equals zero at a

standing wave pressure or velocity node, and to the

temperature gradient factor F-1. It has its maximum value of

plu1 = (PA) 2 /2Pmc exactly half way between the pressure and

velocity nodes. When VT =-VTC ,r-I=o so that there is no

heat flux. When VTm>VTCi , r-1>0 so that the heat flux is

toward the pressure node. And when VTm<VTT I6i , F-l<0 so

that the heat flux is away from the pressure node.

Turning now to the acoustic power; the work dw done by

a volume of gas in a free expansion is dw = pdV. The power
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per unit volume w is

= (p/V) dV/dt = -(p/p) dp/dt (11-34)

where p = Pm + plei t, p Pm + pleiwt, and

dp/dt = Dp/Dt + (ap/lax) (dx/dt) = ap/at + u(dp/dx)

= iWxp + Ul(dPm/dX) . (11-35)

Substituting (11-35) and the definition for p into (11-34)

gives

-(p/pm)dp/dt = (-i/po) (pm+piei c t) [iwpj+(uj)dpm/dx] (11-36)

which separates into four terms. It should be understood

that since power is being calculated the average value must

be taken;

(p/pm) dp/dt {-(pm/Pm) to 1P I- (o/pm) ip lpleio

-(Pm/Pm) (aPm/rax) U1- (I/Pm) (apm/lax) P~u e1 w }" (11-37)

The first, third, and fourth terms of (11-37) are

zero, and the second term may be solved by expressing p, and

T1 in terms of p1 by using

dp = (ap/aT)p dT + (Dp/aP)T dp = -p dT + (ap/aP)T dp (11-38)

which, upon integration, yields

Pl = -PmB T1 + (aP/ap)T P1. (11-39)

The second term of (11-37) now becomes

(p/pm) dp/dt = W2 = (0)/PM)[I 1P 1 (d)pi (11-40)
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or

W2 = (oMpl)Re[iTl*]+((/pm) (ap/dp)Re[ip 1p 1 *] . (11-41)

The second term of (11-41) is zero because p, is real, and

the first term becomes

- = (O1PI/2)Im[TI] (11-42)

which is similar to (11-28) for the heat flux density. The

imaginary part of T1 is the only part that contributes to the

acoustic power per unit volume.

The total acoustic power, W2, is found by integrating

(11-42) over all space with the use of (11-22) for TI;

Ax

W2  -2 (Opp VTmUx 1 i41- e-Y/5x e-iy/K]dxdydz

=- Ax(OJP(TmPl VTu)j Y/ 8 SinYdx

_n Ax C0 I  (I -43

-n Ax (TmPpi VTmuix 8K (11-43)
4 pmCp (0 2

where this result is actually multiplied by two since the

power being calculated is over both sides of the plate.By

substituting F= VTm/ VTtcal and the definition for the

critical temperature gradient, (11-43) can be made to look

like

W2 = - --- 8KAx Tm 0 2p 21 [F-1] (11-44)

4 PmCp

which shows that the total acoustic power is proportional to
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the volume flAx of gas that is one thermal penetration depth

from the plate surface. It is also proportional to (pl)2,

hence quadratic relative to the acoustic pressure and zero at

the pressure nodes. And it is proportional to (F-l), as was

dQ/dt, so that when the temperature oscillations of the gas

match that of the plate there is also no acoustic power

absorbed. Acoustic power is produced when the mean

temperature gradient is larger than the critical temperature

gradient. But when the mean temperature gradient is less

than the critical temperature gradient, acoustic power is

absorbed at the plate surface and the heat flux as given by

(11-33) is in the positive x direction or up the temperature

gradient. The work absorbed causes a heat flux from the

colder end to the warmer end so that the heat engine acts as

a heat pump.

The final step is to calculate the efficiency of the

heat pump. Carnot's coefficient of performance COPc was

defined in (11-6) as Tc/(Th-Tc) and the heat pump's efficiency

or coefficient of performance is COP = Qc/W. Substituting

(11-33) for Qc and (11-44) for W gives

COP Ulx pm cp Tm (11-45)
Ax 0W p, Tm

and using the definition for the critical temperature

gradient gives

Tm
COP - T (11-46)

Ax VT c
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Now, using the definition for F, a final expression for COP

can be arrived at by the following progression;

cop - FTmCOP J Tin

VTm Ax
_FTm

AT

Th - T c

= F COPc (11-47)

Since r is less than one for the heat pump, the efficiency is

less than Carnot's efficiency.

In this section, a simplified explanation of the

thermoacoustic heat engine has been presented. Many

assumptions were made in order to avoid obscuring the

importaat results. These results are that the presence of a

stationary plate in the acoustic standing wave causes a heat

flux along the plate approximately one thermal penetration

depth from the plate, and that acoustic power is either

absorbed or produced by the gas near the plate depending on

whether the engine is a prime mover or a heat pump.

2. A More Realistic Model

The next step in deriving a more realistic model of

the thermoacoustic heat engine would be to include viscosity

effects, longitudinal thermal conductivity, finite plate heat

capacity, and multiple plates. This derivation has been

carried out by Swift but is far beyond the scope of this

thesis to be presented here. It is useful, however, to cite
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the results as they figure prominently in the design of a

practical thermoacoustic heat pump for space applications.

The equations that result from Swift's derivations are

long, complicated and generally difficult to interpret.

Having already made the boundary-layer approximation where it

is assumed that the thermal penetration depth is much less

than half the separation between adjacent plates, and the

short-stack approximation where it is assumed that the stack

is not long enough to perturb the acoustic standing wave;

Swift further limits the discussion to the case for lowest

order in viscosity, or foa.. In addition, he assumes yo = 8 K so

that 5v/yo =, claiming that this is the case for the most

realistic applications.

The total e.fthalpy flux, a second order quantity, is

simplified to the following expression;

H2 = -- f 'K m p l i( u l x (F-1)-qyOK+lKs) dTm (11-48)
4 (l+014) dx

where (ul) is the mean x velocity, or

(u1 = .J uldy = i(ui,} (11-49)

and is purely imaginary, a = cp4/K = v/K is the Prandtl number

of the gas, and es=(PmCpsK/pscs58) is the gas to plate heat

capacity ratio. The kinematic viscosity v and the dynamic

viscosity p are related by v=p/pm, and the subscript s refers

to the solid plate so that 5. is the thermal penetration depth

of the plate, c. is the heat capacity of the plate, and Ks is

the thermal conductivity of the plate.
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Inspecticn of (11-47) reveals that the first term is

the same as the hydrodynamic heat flux derived in (11-33)

except for the factors 1/(l+es) and 1/(l-V/). The first

factor reduces the hydrodynamic heat flux because of the

plate's finite heat capacity, while the second factor

increases it because the velocity at a distance 8K from the

plate, which is where the convective entropy transport

occurs, is higher than the mean velocity (ul) by just that

amount. The second term in (11-47) is the conduction of heat

down the temperature gradient by the gas and by the plate,

where fly0 is the cross sectional area of the gas and f1l is

the cross-sectional area of the plate.

The total acoustic power, also a second order

quantity, is

-- ~~~Y I+ PmI I]r - ] i pl)2  (lul 1% T
W 1 (kPx)m -) (11-50)

where b= =(2v/o) /2 is the viscous penetration depth in the

gas. This expression differs from Swift in that the relation

PmC2=ypm has been used to rearrange the terms. The first term

is simply the acoustic power derived in (11-44), except for

the factor I/(l+Es) which reduces the acoustic power just as

the total energy heat flux was reduced in (11-47). The

second term represents the dissipation of power due to

viscous shear.

Although it would appear from (11-47) that lowering

the Prandtl number serves only to decrease the total energy
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flux; these losses due to viscosity can be reduced if one

considers the definition of the Prandtl number as the square

of the ratio of the viscous penetration depth to the thermal

penetration depth
2

= ). (11-51)

The effects of a lower Prandtl number on the coefficient of

performance of a thermoacoustic refrigerator have been

explored by Susalla and Hofler and the reader is referred to

the Susalla thesis for further information.

Several other important conclusions can be reached by

manipulating these simplified equations, the mathematics of

which is not important here. The first is that the acoustic

power density is proportional to (PA)2 , indicating that the

acoustic pressure amplitude must be kept as high as possible.

This dependence may be understood if one notices that both

the acoustic power and the energy flux are proportional to

plUl. Secondly, the power is proportional to the perimeter

n, so that obviously as much plate area as possible is

desired.

To summarize, it has been shown that the inclusion of

viscosity, longitudinal thermal conductivity by the plates

and the working gas, and finite plate heat capacity serve

only to reduce the efficiency of the heat engine as would

have been expected. But several improvements can also be

made to the heat engine such as using a working gas with a

lower Prandtl number to reduce viscous losses, and keeping
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the acoustic pressure amplitude as high as possible to

increase the acoustic power density. It is also assumed by

now that the reader understands that the portion of the

resonator containing the plate would actually house many

parallel plates spaced on the order of a few thermal

penetration depths apart to maximize the heat pumping effect.
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III. RESONATOR

A. OVERVIEW

The resonator is a vessel that contains and helps to

generate the standing wave in which the thermoacoustic stack

and associated heat exchangers are to reside. This standing

wave possesses the time phasing of particle velocity and

acoustic pressure necessary for acoustic heat pumping to

occur. The simplest resonator geometry as shown in Figure

III-1A [Ref. 6] is a 1/2 wavelength hollow straight tube

with the transducer at a pressure anti-node, and the cold

end of the stack away from the driver. The dissipation in

this geometry is highest because fluid within a penetration

depth of the resonator wall is dissipative. Thus, almost

all of this resonator's surface area contributes toward

dissipation which is a substantial heat load on the cold end

of the stack.

The second possible geometry is shown in Figure III-1B

[Ref. 6]. Here, the resonator tube is reduced to a 1/4

wavelength resonator with a sphere attached to the open end.

This termination simulates an open termination while still

allowing pressurization of the vessel. In a simplistic

case, if the sphere volume is assumed infinite, the particle

velocity and acoustic pressure in the sphere are zero so

that there are no dissipative losses associated with the
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Figure III-1. Three Resonator Geometries
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surface area of the sphere. The total dissipative losses

would now be somewhat less than half that of the straight

tube resonator. Hofler improved on this geometry with the

resonator shown in Figure III-IC (Ref 6). This resonator

has lower losses because for small decreases in the length

and diameter of the straight portion of the tube, the

decrease in dissipative losses due to the reduction in

surface area is more than the increase in losses due to

increased particle velocities.

Another intuitive explanation of the effectiveness of

this geometry emerges if we consider the resonator as being

made up of three sections. In the stack section, fluid

within a penetration depth is involved in the transport of

heat along the stack from the cold end to the hot end. In

the rest of the resonator, fluid within a penetration depth

of the walls is involved in the dissipative losses while the

remainder of the volume holds fluid that simply stores

energy. This resonator design works best because the losses

on the cold portion are lower.

The final resonator used by Hofler was modified slightly

from the third geometry described above by the inclusion of

a taper at the transition from the straight portion of the

resonator to the sphere to reduce losses due to turbulence.

This taper was replaced by a trumpet in the STAR resonator

(Figure 111-2).
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The vessel which is to support the 1/4 wavelength

standing wave and house the stack and heat exchangers must

be capable of maintaining helium pressurized to 150 psi.

The original goal was to hold such a pressure on a time

frame to be measured in years. Clearly, this is useful in

building a space bound experiment, it being most likely that

the completed and packaged experiment will sit unattended at

a NASA fa-ility for a lengthy period of time awaiting a

Space Shuttle manifest. The resonator design as presented

in Figure 111-2 was penned by Hofler based on the resonator

he built for his Ph.D. thesis refrigerator. Several

concessions have been allowed for in an effort to simplify

the fabrication, as well as making the device more capable

of withstanding the rigors of space flight.

B. VERSION ONE

1. Design and Description

The parts of the resonator assembly are as follows.

The flange (1), taken from a solid piece of oxygen free

copper, is the mounting point for the resonator to the

driver housing. This material was chosen based on its high

thermal conductivity since heat conducted away from the cold

end of the resonator will flow through this part to reach a

heat sink. This flange has two o-ring groves in the

mounting face; one for a rubber o-ring and one for a lead o-

ring to seal the resonator against the driver housing.
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Within the base is mounted a hot heat exchanger insert (2)

to hold the hot heat exchanger (4) in a non-permanent

fashion within the resonator. This insert has a 20 degree

taper to mate with a similar taper in the flange. The

surface finish of the tapers is very smooth (20 to 25 micro-

inch) and the two parts are assembled with a layer of

heatsink grease to provide the lowest possible resistance to

heat flow.

The stack is contained in the area between the two

heat exchangers. This cavity is lined with a layer of 0.001

inch stainless steel foil to act as a diffusion barrier

against helium. A removable plastic sleeve (5) is inserted

into the stack cavity within which resides the actual stack.

Opposite the hot end of the stack is the cold heat exchanger

(6) which is permanently soldered to the reducer neck (7),

also made of copper.

A copner trumpet (11) and a stainless steel sphere

are attached to the end of the reducer neck. The purpose of

the sphere is to load the resonator in such a manner as to

simulate an open termination, while still allowing for the

pressurization of the resonator. The trumpet further

enhances this termination by reducing excessive velocities

and turbulence in the oscillating gas mixture.

In order to give structural integrity to the stack

cavity wall, layers of fiberglass tape saturated with epoxy

are wrapped around the stainless steel foil, overlapping
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onto the copper flange and reducer neck to insure strength.

Two grip rings (3 & 8) are glued over the fiber reinforced

plastic (FRP) wrap, and another layer of FRP wrap is applied

over the works to give added strength.

Dexter-Hysol epoxy (part number 9396) was chosen

based on its high strength over a wide range of service

temperatures and good resilience particularly at low

temperatures. This particular epoxy may be cured at room

temperature or at elevated temperatures of up to 820 C. The

latter method was chosen because it reduced the curing time

from several days down to 30 minutes, and because of the

manufacturer's claim that the tensile lap shear strength in

the temperature range of -550 C to +1500 C was highest after

such a cure.

The layers of fiberglass tape should be applied in

an advancing helical patterns with each subsequent layer in

the opposite direction in the same manner as that of a bias

belted automobile tire. A longitudinal layer should also be

inserted between pairs of spiral layers to give added

strength.

2. Assembly

The assembly of the STAR resonator is of a

complicated and delicate nature and deserves further

description. Figure 111-3 illustrates the assembly rig for

soldering the stainless steel foil to the copper flange and

reducer neck.
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A sheet of stainless steel foil measuring 3.190

+/-0.025 inches by 5.50 +/-0.05 inches was pre-tinned taking

great care not to splatter excessive amounts of soldering

flux onto the foil as this would encourage corrosion,

particularly in places where impurities might be embedded in

the foil. This pre-tinned stainless foil was then wrapped

tightly around a stainless mandrel (1), identical to the

plastic stack sleeve in its dimensions. Now, having

previously soft soldered the cold heat exchanger into the

reducer-neck and having pre-tinned the inner faces ot the

flange and reducer-neck knife-edges, the latter two parts

were slipped onto the ends of the stainless foil/mandrel.

It was imperative that all the parts be as clean as

possible and that all traces of solder flux be removed to

reduce the risk of soldering the stainless steel sleeve to

the resonator. This resonator sub-assembly, with all its

pieces in proper relation to each o2'-r, and with an

aluminum thermal sleeve inserted f the stainless

steel sleeve, was held together in ev'c, by a plug with

strip and two strip-clamps. The ent-'-e setup was bolted to

a square thermal plate and placed horizontally on the base

plate/thermal post.

This resonator sub-assembly could now be heated up

to such a temperature as would cause the solder on all the

pre-tinned mating surfaces to melt and flow into each other.

By judiciously applying small dabs of flux-dipped solder
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along the joints, a good fillet of solder could be deposited

to complete the soldering process and form a leak tight

seal. Only copper flux was used at this point so that if

any flux found its way into the resonator it would not be

possible for the solder to flow onto the stainless steel

sleeve. A small thin strip of aluminum was placed over the

longitudinal seam of the foil and held in place by wrapping

a thin wire spirally around the resonator sub-section to

keep the seam flat and to insure a good solder joint.

After preliminary leak testing, repairs were done to

the stainless steel foil as described in the following

section, and the FRP wrap was layed down. As an aid to this

step, an aluminum mounting boss was bolted to the resonator

flange to allow the structure to be placed in a lathe chuck

for easy turning about its longitudinal axis. Each

successive coating of FRP was first cured in an oven at 85

degrees centigrade and then sanded to prepare it for the

next layer. After two opposite spirals layers, then one

longitudinal layer, and finally two more opposite spiral

layers had been layed down, the FRP was machined to a

diameter of 1.838 inches with a 4.9 degree taper at the hot

end. This taper corresponds to the taper in the hot end

grip ring and is illustrated in Figure 111-2. The copper

grip rings could now be glued and bolted into place, and the

final two opposite spiral layers of FRP applied.
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At this stage, the resonator sub-assembly was strong

enough that the assortment of clamps and mandrels could be

removed allowing it to stand on its own. The trumpet and

sphere were hard soldered together with an intermediate

sphere fitting (Figure 111-2, #10), and then soft soldered

to the end of the copper reducer neck. The final step was

to solder the hot heat-exchanger (Figure 111-2, #4) into the

heat-exchanger insert (Figure 111-2, #2). By attaching a

special adapter with a rubber o-ring to the flange of the

completed resonator assembly, leak testing could now

commence.

3. Leak Testing

The leak tesL of the resonator was performed on an

Alcatel ASM 110 Turbo CL leak tester. Figure 111-4

illustrates the physical set-up for these tests. The leak

testing was actually done at two stages of the assembly.

First, after the stainless foil had been soldered in place;

and second, after the FRP wrap had been applied and the

resonator/trumpet attached. The procedure for leak testing

the resonator was to first evacuate the interior of the

resonator with the Alcatel's built in roughing pump until

the pressure was brought below 10-1 mBar. The turbo-

rolecular pump could then be used to further reduce the

pressure to below 10-5 mBar. The helium mass spectrometer

could then be used to detect any helium that might enter the
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system through a leak by applying a spray of helium to the

exterior of the resonator.

The first leak test of the resonator sub-assembly

(as described in the assembly section) allowed for the

pinpointing of small repairable leaks in the stainless steel

foil solder joints. After exposing and touching up several

small leaks with a soldering iron, the final result was that

with a pressure inside the resonator below 10- 5 mBar and

with a healthy stream of helium applied to the outside, a

leak rate of less than 2 x 10-8 standard cubic cm./sec. was

measured. The background leak rate with no helium applied

was 1.5 x 10-9 standard cubic cm./sec. It was decided at

this point that further attempts to touch up the solder

joints would probably make the leak rate worse.

The second leak test could not be performed by

spraying the evacuated resonator with helium as the FRP wrap

would greatly lengthen the diffusion time. This long

diffusion makes it virtually impossible to pinpoint a

specific leak. It was more important at this point to

establish a base leak rate to determine if the resonator was

holding up or if new leaks were forming as the resonator

cold end was pressurized and temperature cycled. It was now

necessary to wrap a plastic bag around the resonator in

order to displace all the air with helium. With a vacuum in

the resonator below 10-5 mBar and with same bathed in one

atmosphere of helium, no leak rate beyond the background
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rate of 1.5 X 10-9 standard cubic cm./sec. was detected

after one hour. Letting the test stand for two more hours

eventually produced a response from the leak detector on the

order of twice the background leak rate; or 3 X 10-9

standard cubic cm./sec.

4. Instrumentation

There are three devices mounted to the exterior of

the resonator, the first two being thermocouples and the

third, a resistive heater strip. The two thermocouples are

for monitoring the hot and cold temperatures, and are

mounted on the largest diameter of the flange and on the

smallest diameter of the reducer close to the cold heat

exchanger. The heater strip provides a heat load of up to

ten watts to determine the coefficient of performance of the

refrigerator. It is mounted next to the cold thermocouple

but opposite the cold heat exchanger.

For this first version of the resonator, E-type

thermocouples were applied to make use of existing E-type

thermometers and thermocouple amplifiers. A thermocouple is

produced when cwo dissimilar metal wires are brought into

contact, resulting in an open circuit voltage across the two

wires known as the Seebeck-voltage. This voltage is a

function of the temperature of the junction of the two

metals and of their composition. It is therefore desirable

that only thermocouple wire (chromel/constantan in this

case) be used from the thermocouple to the thermometer
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because any additional junctions between a thermocouple wire

and a non-thermocouple wire will create additional

thermoelectric circuits in series with the original

thermocouple. For the temperatures of interest in STAR, the

Seebeck-voltage is on the order of minus three to plus three

millivolts.

Thermocouple thermometers have connectors made of

thermocouple metal and incorporate a cold-junction

compensation circuit to insures that the temperature reading

is accurate and referenced to zero degrees centigrade. If

copper wire is used between the thermocouple and the

thermometer, the temperature reading will be erroneous. The

first potential problem in this application, therefore, was

the need to bring the thermocouple leads out of the

hermetically sealed vacuum cannister and into a temperature

reading device without effecting the accuracy.

It is actually permissible to have extra non-

thermocouple junctions in the thermocouple wire line under

certain conditions. The law of intermediate metals states

that if one of the lines is interrupted by a different type

of wire; so long as both new junctions are at the same

temperature the overall voltage will not be effected. For

example, if the chromel line is interrupted by a length of

copper line; as long as both new chromel/copper junctions

are at exactly the same temperature, the overall reading

will not be effected. This is useful because it means that
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the thermocouple wires can be brought out through the vacuum

canister wall via a hermetic feed-through, and then continue

on to the thermometer with proper thermocouple wire. The

two new junctions at the feed-through are so close to each

other that they may be considered to be at the same

temperature. The temperature readings will thus remain

accurate.

There are two methods for reading the thermocouple

voltage directly on a voltmeter to simplify data

acquisition. The first method, used for the cold

thermocouple, is the simplest and involves the use of a

thermocouple DC millivolt amplifier with a built-in cold

junction compensator and a voltage gain of 100. The output

of this device, under ideal conditions, is the Seebeck-

voltage multiplied by a factor of 100 which can be converted

to a temperature reading through the use of a thermocouple

table or a polynomial equation approximating the table. An

Omega Omni-Amp IIB battery operated thermocouple amplifier

with built in E-type cold junction compensation fulfilled

this requirement.

The second method, used for the hot thermocouple,

does not require cold junction compensation hardware.

Instead, it uses a computer to perform a software

compensation. A Hewlett-Packard thermistor is used in

conjunction with a HP 3457A multimeter to measure the

temperature of the thermocouple wire to copper junction at
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the vacuum canister electrical feed-through. The multimeter

has built into it the necessary mathematical function to

convert the temperature dependent resistance of the

thermistor into a centigrade temperature. The temperature

is then recorded by a HP 9836 computer which is interfaced

with the 3457A through the HP-IB line. The computer uses a

fifth order polynomial fit to the Seebeck-voltage versus

temperature function for the E-type thermocouple to convert

this temperature into an equivalent thermocouple voltage.

It then adds this voltage to the voltage from the hot

thermocouple which has been measured directly with the HP

3457A. This new voltage is now proportional to the

temperature of the hot thermocouple referenced to zero

degrees centigrade, and by reversing the above calculation

can be converted back into a degrees centigrade reading.

The resistive heater strip (Minco

HK5232R45.8112al-7) has a manufacturer specified resistance

of fifty ohms and is powered off of a DC power supply. The

voltage drop across the heater was monitored on a hand-held

multimeter and recorded manually. The amount of heat

delivered to the cold end of the resonator was easily

calculated , for DC voltages, as the power in watts equal to

the voltage squared divided by the resistance of the heater.

Since the resistance of the heater is proportional to the

temperature, this dependence was measured and is plotted

with a linear best fit in Figure 111-5.
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5. Failure and recommendations

Version one of the resonator began to leak after the

first temperature cycle. The cold temperature reached was

minus forty degrees centigrade, while the hot temperature

was thirty degrees centigrade for a temperature span of

seventy degrees. The leak was found to be located at the

cold end where the FRP wrap meets the copper reducer. The

"moat" area in the reducer neck was filled with Emerson-

Cummings 2850FT epoxy, allowed to cure, and then leak tested

again to confirm that the leak had indeed been stopped. At

room temperature, the resonator now appeared to be capable

of holding ten atmospheres of helium indefinitely. This

state of affairs , however, did not last beyond the

succeeding temperature cycle.

Several factors must have contributed to the

resonator's inability to withstand a temperature cycle. The

first candidate for blame was the method used for curing the

Dexter-Hysol 9396 epoxy FRP wrap. Each individual layer of

FRP was cured in an oven at a temperature of 85 degrees

centigrade. Such an elevated temperature must surely have

caused the copper parts to expand, while the epoxy cured to

these larger dimensions. Add to this the contraction of the

copper reducer that occurred when the cold end of the

resonator was brought down to minus forty degrees, and one

may surmise that the FRP wrap easily delaminated from the
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copper and stainless foil possibly tearing the foil thereby

producing the leak.

A second possible cause of the leak was in the

stainless steel vapor shield. This 0.001 inch foil was

subjected to a temperature of 175 degrees centigrade for a

rather long period of time while it was soldered to the

copper pieces. It is entirely possible that if any

impurities existed in the foil, the extreme heat could have

vaporized them, especially if splattered by the corrosive

soldering flux. In fact, under the extreme heat, just the

soldering flux itself could have caused pin-hole leaks to

have formed by oxidizing the stainless steel. It is also

possible that an air bubble could have formed between the

stainless steel foil and the FRP wrap. If so, each time the

driver housing/resonator was evacuated the air bubble would

have expanded and could have possibly torn the foil.

To solve the first problem of the FRP delaminating

from the copper sub-components, it would be necessary, first

of all, to cure the epoxy at as close to the service

temperature as possible. While it is impossible to cure the

EA9396 at minus forty degrees centigrade, it is possible to

cure it at room temperature. The advantage to an elevated

cure temperature is that a less tacky surface finish is

obtained, and the tensile lap shear strength is increased

slightly. A compromise can be reached by first curing the

epoxy at twenty to thirty degrees centigrade until hard, and
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then placing it an oven at forty to fifty degrees to provide

a smoother surface finish. Such a surface finish is

desirable because it makes sanding, machining, and

preparation for succeeding layers easier. Baking the epoxy

also helps hasten the outgasing that takes place with any

such material.

The fundamental cause for the delamination of the

FRP from the copper reducer still remains however, and that

is the contraction of the copper at a different rate from

the epoxy impregnated fiberglass tape at low temperatures.

The classic method employed in cryogenics when two materials

with dissimilar thermal expansion coefficients are joined at

liquid helium temperatures is to make the joint flexible by

using long thin knife-edges to "feather" the transition

between the two materials. Returning to Figure 111-2 it can

be seen that the existing 0.050 inch long knife-edge must be

made longer.

Finally, the question of the stainless steel vapor

shield must be addressed. Probably the most overwhelming

cause of problems in soldering the foil to the copper sub-

components was the author's lack of experience in performing

such a delicate operation. The second try would undoubtedly

be more successful in that much less time would be required

to achieve even better results, thus reducing the foil's

exposure to extreme temperatures. In addition, exposure to

corrosive soldering flux must also be minimized.
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C. Version Two

1. Design and Description

Structurally, version two of the resonator has one

difference from the first version. The reducer neck has

been modified to provide a longer knife edge where it meets

the stainless steel foil. Figure 111-6 shows an enlarged

cross-section illustrating how material was removed from the

existing design to lengthen the knife edge to 0.150 inches,

or three times the length of version one. Consequently, to

keep the relationship between the reducer and the cold heat

exchanger identical, it was necessary to add a cold heat

exchanger holder as shown in Figure III-7A. A loose fitting

filler ring (Figure III-7B) occupies the gap created by the

inner knife-edge wall and the heat exchanger holder. This

ring must be loose enough that the knife edge will be free

to bend with the FRP wrap as the cold end of the resonator

is temperature cycled.

Other ideas were explored but not employed, such as

making the grip rings out of aluminum instead of copper and

finding a different epoxy. An aluminum grip ring might

possibly keep the FRP wrap from delaminating because the

ring would contract more than the copper reducer and thus

pinch the epoxy layer down against the underlying surface.

This idea, however, was left as a last resort in the event

that version two did not hold up. On the other hand, it is
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Figure 111-6. Modified Resonator Reducer
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possible that there exists a different epoxy better suited

to cryogenic temperatures.

The first thermoacoustic refrigerator built by

Hofler used Stycast 1266 epoxy for the FRP layer [Ref. 8].

This two part epoxy has a high degree of plasticity at low

temperatures and has yet to delaminate after years of

operation. Stycast 1266, unfortunately, is not suitable for

STAR because of the possibility of exposure to high

temperatures which would severely soften this epoxy. NASA

has recommended the use of 3M Scotchweld 2216. This is an

epoxy that, while not at the forefront of materials

technology, has been used extensively for space

applications. This information arrived too late to be of

use for resonator number two, but will be explored for

subsequent flight resonators.

2. Assembly

The procedures for assembling resonator number two

are mostly identical to the first version. Some important

differences do exist, however. The first important

alteration came in the very first step of soldering the

stainless steel foil to the copper sub-parts. The strategy

was, firstly, to lessen the trauma imparted to the delicate

foil by not exposing it to extreme high temperatures for an

unnecessarily long period of time, as was done the first

time around. Secondly, the stainless .3il was covered as
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much as possible with aluminum foil to prevent flux from

spattering onto it and oxidizing a hole into it.

Rather than heating the entire resonator until the

solder would flow, and subsequently loosing control of the

situation because solder would drip out of one joint as

another was worked on, the resonator was heated in sections.

First, the reducer section was placed directly over the hot

plate and heated until the solder just softened. A tiny

amount of solder, pre-flattened to a knife edge and wetted

with copper flux, was applied to the joint until a good

fillet was produced. The resonator assembly was immediately

moved so that the opposite end was now directly over the hot

plate. In this manner, the solder joint just completed was

allowed to cool before the solder could flow down and

collect underneath. As the other joint reached soldering

temperature, it could be worked on without fear of ruining

the first joint. The seam along the length of the stainless

foil was completed with a soldering iron while the resonator

was still quite hot, but not hot enough for solder to flow.

Thus, the mandrel beneath the foil was prevented from acting

as a massive heat sink which would render the meager power

of the soldering iron to be insignificant.

The modifications to the FRP layup have already been

described, but it must be stressed at this point that it is

very important to insure that there are no air bubbles in

between the stainless foil and the first layer of FRP.
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Attaching the sphere/trumpet assembly was done at NPS by the

author instead of at the Naval Research Center (NRL) as with

resonator number one. Extra caution was taken to keep the

body of the resonator from being overheated while the sphere

assembly was soft soldered onto the end of the reducer neck.

3. Leak Test

The second resonator (Figure 111-8) was tested in a

manner identical to the first. Also like the first

resonator, it did not pass the test the first time around.

Small leaks in the copper to stainless foil interface were

easily touched up with a soldering iron. The foil seam was,

however, much more elusive and required repeated attempts at

obtaining a leak tight joint. Finally, a leak rate so small

was achieved that the leak detector would only register on

the most sensitive scale after the resonator had been

enclosed in a plastic bag and smothered with helium gas for

upwards of thirty minutes.

D. THERMOACOUSTIC STACK AND HEAT EXCHANGERS

1. Stack

The so called "heart" of the thermoacoustic

refrigerator, the (thermoacoustic) stack, is an arrangement

of parallel plates spaced on the order cf a thermal

penetration depth apart. A strictly parallel plate

arrangement is rather difficult to manufacture when

resources are limited. Thus, an elegantly simple solution
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Figure 111-8. Completed Resonator
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was devised by Hofler [Ref.9). A close approximation to the

parallel geometry could be produced by winding a long sheet

of 0.003 inch thick polyester film, with spacers at

predetermined intervals, spirally around a plastic rod. The

spacers consist of 0.015 inch diameter monofilament fishing

line glued laterally onto the plastic sheet using 3M type 77

spray adhesive.

The polyester film was cut on a paper shear to a

width of 3.090 +/-0.005 inch by holding it against a length

of masking tape that was layed down 3.090 inches from the

cutting edge. In order to provide accuracy, repeatability,

and ease of construction an aluminum loom was used to locate

the monofilament fishing line. Two looms were used, one

with a filament separation of 0.200 inches and the other

with a spacing of 0.125 inches. Narrow spacing was used on

the inside of the spiral to insure that the plastic film did

not collapse on itself, and then the wider spacing was used

once the curvature of the the stack had decreased

sufficiently.

The fishing line was strung onto the loom as

illustrated in Figure 111-9. A continuous length was strung

side to side between a series of hooks and grooves which

provided about six inches of parallel filament that was

exposed both front and back. It was important not to wind

the filament too tightly as this would cause it to curl up

once glued onto the film and released from the loom. A mask
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Loom

Figure 111-9. Stack Winding Loom
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was placed around the strung filament to cover the loom and

glue was sprayed onto one side of the filament. The

assembly was then lowered onto the film using, as a guide,

lines drawn onto a piece of paper placed underneath a sheet

of translucent Teflon. A Teflon wrapped aluminum block,

slightly smaller than the opening of the loom was used to

press the monofilament against the film. Having allowed the

glue to dry for a few minutes, the filament hangover could

then be cut with a scalpel blade and the loom lifted off of

the film. Although the glue would set rather quickly (one

to two minutes), it would not cure for at least one hour, so

it was necessary to handle the newly completed sections

carefully.

Once a sufficient length of film had been prepared,

it was wound onto a nylon rod 0.25 inches in diameter and no

more than 3.090 inches in length. The stack was wound with

one end against a flat surface and periodically checked for

uniformity to insure that the stack would not have uneven

end faces. This technique eliminated any need to make

adjustments to the completed stack. If one edge of the roll

began to run ahead of the other the stack would become

lopsided and begin to form kinks and uneven spacing. A

small amount of tension was necessary to keep the roll

uniform and to maintain a cylindrical outline, but too much

tension would create non-uniform spacing and would also

introduce the risk of rolling the filament off of the film.
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Once the roll was completed it was held together by a piece

of Mylar tape (Figure III-10). She diameter of the stack

could be adjusted by simply cutting off some material until

the dimension was as desired.

2. Heat Exchangers

The heat exchangers provide the means by which heat

is conducted away from the walls of the cold end of the

resonator to the cold end of the stack and then,

subsequently, from the hot end of the stack to the walls of

the hot end of the resonator. These heat exchangers, a

series of parallel copper plates, look simple in form, but

are rather complex in their multi-stage fabrication (Figure

III-11). The method of "lost aluminum" was used in the

manufacturing of these elements.

To begin, cold-roll soft-temper copper sheet of

0.010 inch thickness and 1100 series half-hard aluminum

sheet of p.020 inch thickness were cut into squares

measuring 1.55 by 1.55 +/-0.005 inches on a sheet-metal

shear. These dimensions were critical because the squares

would be stacked and pressed alternately into a precision

machined rig with epoxy in between each sheet (Figure III-

12). Before this could be done, however, the squares had to

be properly prepared. Each square was examined, and any

that had dimples or creases were discarded. The good

squares were then very carefully deburred first with a

jeweler's file, and then with aluminum-oxide wet/dry sand
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Figure III-io. Completed Stack
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Figure Ill-il. Heat Exchanger
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Figure 111-12. Heat Exchanger Assembly Jig
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paper. The squares were then checked for flatness against a

granite laboratory standard flat surface and bent carefully

by hand until they were as flat as could be achieved. The

plates were then soaked in an acetone bath overnight and

wiped with lint-free cloth to remove all traces of oil and

grease. Finally, the plates were pressed, all at once, in

between two machined aluminum slabs for several days to

remove any remaining hints of curvature.

The plates were then assembled into the aluminum

jig. The jig was slowly filled, alternating between

aluminum and copper plates, with a layer of Stycast 1266

epoxy in between each plate. After ten plates had been

placed in the jig, a block of aluminum was inserted and

pressed into the jig with the aid of a ten ton hydraulic

press to squeeze the plates together. Grooves cut into the

inside walls of the jig and pressing block alloued the

excess epoxy to escape. This procedure was continued until

the jig was filled and all the plates compressed. The

hydraulic press was then replaced with a C-clamp and the

walls of the jig removed. This assembly could then be

allowed to set overnight if one trusted the mold release

applied to the contact surfaces of the jig base and press

block. On the other hand, by being very careful, the

C-clamp could be removed long enough for the remainder of

the jig parts to be replaced by clean aluminum plates coated

with fresh mold release. This procedure was used since the
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risk of glueing the sandwich of plates to the jig was quite

real.

Once the sandwich had set, it was released from

compression and carefully machined on a lathe into a

cylindrical rod as shown in Figure 111-13. This was

certainly the most critical step as the sandwich could very

easily delaminate under the forces created by the cutting

tool on the plates. It was necessary for the master

machinist to stop the lathe after each 0.005 inch cut to

manually debur the leading edge of the sandwich with a file

thus preventing the cutting tool from catching one of the

plates and tearing the laminated block apart. The final

diameter of the laminated cylinder was 1.50 inches.

The sandwich of copper and aluminum plates was then

electroplated with copper to a thickness that would provide

sufficient material to allow it to be machined into a

cylindrical rod with a diameter of 1.588 +/-0.001 inches.

Now, the rod could be sliced, deli-style, into wafers of

0.250 inch and 0.100 inch thickness for the hot and cold

heat exchangers, respectively. The cutting was done on a

wire electro-discharge machine (E.D.M.), and the wafers were

actually cut 0.003 inch over-size to allow for sanding to

remove the surface roughness caused by this cutting method

(Figure 111-14). The final step was to remove the aluminum

from the wafers by soaking them in hydrochloric acid. The

epoxy was sufficiently softened by the acid that most of it
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Figure 111-13. Unplated Heat Exchanger Stack
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Figure 111-14. Heat Exchanger Slice
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fell out and the rest could be removed with an ultrasonic

cleaner or manually with a sharp probe.

E. THERMAL LOSSES

1. Heat Leak

Heat can leak back to the cold end of the resonator

by at least four methods. The first, and most serious, is

by simple convection due to the air surrounding the

resonator. This source is eliminated, as described in the

following section, by enveloping the resonator in a vacuum.

The second cause of heat leakage is by infrared radiation.

The walls of the vacuum can are necessarily at ambient

temperature and thus will radiate energy toward the

resonator. This problem is solved by wrapping the structure

with a form of insulation affectionately referred to as

"super insulation." This material consists of alternating

layers of 0.0005 inch aluminized mylar and ultra fine glass

fiber blanket. The glass fiber blanket serves, primarily,

to separate the layers of aluminized mylar. A minimum of

five layers should be applied but it is preferable that ten

layers be used.

The remaining two methods whereby heat may leak back

to the cold end of the resonator are essentially losses that

have already been minimized as much as possible. The first

is by conduction due to the cables leading to the cold end

thermocouple and resistive heater strip. These sources are
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of small enough magnitude that they may be considered to be

negligible. The second source is the resonator itself.

Heat will inevitably leak down the FRP tube separating the

cold end of the resonator from the hot end.

Providing that the resonator has been well insulated

as described previously, and that a good vacuum has been

achieved in the thermal vacuum canister, a good estimate of

the heat leak along the FRP tube can be calculated by

cooling the rcfri-crat-or . close to its lowest

temperature and then shutting it off and measuring the warm

up time. Combined with an estimate of the heat capacity of

th3 cold end subsection of the resonator including the

reducer, trumpet, sphere, cold heat exchanger, and sphere

flange the heat leak in Watts can be calculated from the

relation

heat leak = (heat capacity) / 7 (111-1)

where the heat capacity is expressed in joules/°K and the

thermal time constant r is derived from fitting the warm up

data (Th-Tc versus time) to a logarithmic curve of the form

Th-Tc = A e-t/7 (111-2)

where A is a constant and t denotes the time in seconds.

2. Thermal Vacuum Can

In order to eliminate convective heat transport, the

entire resonator will be surrounded by a vacuum cannister

which has been designel by Harris and Volkert [Ref. 10].

The cannister has an external length of fifteen inches and a
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Ciameter of eight inches. It is welded together from three

parts machined from 6061-T6 aluminum.

The mounting flange of the cannister (Figure 111-15)

is 9.86 inches in diameter and seals to the resonator side

of the driver housing with a Parker 2-174 rubber O-ring. A

port is milled into the side of the flange to accept a pre-

fabricated six-pin electrical feed-through (Hermetic Seal

Corp. SS7201-10B-6P mod 1). This feed-through provides

access to the hot and cold heat-exchanger thermocouples and

the resistive strip heater which is mounted on the cold end

of the resonator. The cannister body was cut from a

prefabricated aluminum tube with a 1/8 inch wall, and was

capped by a 1/4 inch thick base plate.

The ground based cannister is evacuated by a

combination of a 15 CFM mechanical roughing pump and an oil

diffusion pump. The diffusion pump is separated from the

base plate of the cannister by a cold trap (Figure 111-16).

This device has two staggered baffles in series to prevent

oil vapor from entering the cannister both under normal

operation and especially in the event of a sudden loss of

vacuum due to a power blackout. The outlet of the diffusion

pump is connected to the mechanical pump via a large bellows

type valve. This valve allows the vacuum to be drawn

gradually so as to prevent the thermal insulation on the

resonator from being torn off.
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Figure 111-16. Vacuum Cannister and Diffusion Pump
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The vacuum in the canister is monitored with a

Granville-Philips model 270 ion gauge controller. This

device uses two thermocouple gauges to measure pressure from

one torr down to 10-3 Torr, and an ionization gauge to

measure pressure from 10-3 Torr down to 10-8 Torr. All

three gauges are mounted on the vacuum can base plate. The

ionization gauge circuitry comes pre-adjusted from the

manufacturer, but the thermocouple gauge must be zeroed by

the user. This was done simply by connecting the

thermocouple gauge to an Alcatel leak tester and drawing a

vacuum until the controller meter had bottomed out

(indicating that the pressure was lower than the

thermocouple gauge could resolve), at which point the

controller meter was set to zero. The thermocouple gauge

serves to notify when the pressure is low enough to allow

operation of the diffusion pump. The diffusion pump then

pulls the vacuum cannister pressure down to an operating

level below 10-5 Torr.

The diffusion pump is operated using a silicon based

oil in place of an organic oil, allowing it to be turned on

at a higher pressure (100 microns of Hg instead of 50

microns). This is convenient because the oil also tends to

outgas rather severely as the pump warms up to operating

temperature. An organic oil, because it oxidizes easily,

requires cycling the pump on and off many times initially to

prevent the pressure from rising above 50 microns.
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IV. STAR DRIVER

A. OVERVIEW

The design of the driver and its housing was first

presented by Fitzpatrick [Ref. 11]. The construction and

testing was then described in a joint Master's thesis by

Harris and Volkert (Ref. 1]. A thorough description is in

order here so as to allow the reader to fully appreciate the

integration of the driver with the resonator and control

electronics.

The sole purpose of the driver is to excite a standing

wave in the resonator by providing a sinusoidal pressure

variation. The driver housing must hold this transducer and

must provide a central mounting point for the resonator and

vacuum canister. The housing also hosts the acoustic

pressure sensor, diaphragm acceleration sensor, and the

s at r: sencor. The refrigerator will operate at a

pressure of ten atmospheres and will generate enough heat to

raise the temperature of the housing by at least fifteen

degrees centigrade. The housing must be cppable of

withstanding these conditions and be strong enough to

tolerate the forces experienced during a shuttle launch.
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B. THE DRIVER

1. Driver Design and Construction

The heart of the driver, depicted in Figure IV-1, is

a commercially available JBL 2450J compression driver with a

neodymium-iron-boron magnet, a titanium dome and suspension

and a four inch diameter voice-coil. The dome has been cut

away from the suspension/voice-coil assembly and an aluminum

reducer cone attached in its place. This reducer cone

translates the diameter of the voice coil down to the one

and one-half inch diameter of the bellows and resonator

barrel. The reducer cone was machined from a block of 6061-

T6 aluminum and has lightening holes drilled into it to

bring the mass in below eleven grams. These lightening

holes act also as a free passage for the gas to circulate in

order to reduce the stiffness effect that would be imparted

to the driver by trapped gases.

A tlexible lightweight electroformed nickel bellows

is glued to the cri the reducer cone and sealed Against

the resonator cpening of the driver housing. In this

manner, a flat radiating surface is presented to the

pressure antinode of the 1/4 wavelength resonator. This

radiating surface operates without the need for a sliding

seal.

An Endevco Picomin model 22 microminiature

piezoelectric accelerometer is attached to the underside of

the reducer cone to provide a means for monitoring the
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bellows displacement as well as the particle velocity phase

relative to the acoustic pressure at the radiating surface.

The acoustic pressure is measured by a Valpey-Fisher Y-cut

quartz disk microphone placed as close as possible to the

radiating surface. The microphone is connected to an Eltec

impedance converter located in the driver housing next to

the microphone. The impedance converter, having a very high

impedance input and a low impedance output, is capable of

driving a coaxial cable outside of the driver housing

leading to the resonance control board without degradation

of the signal. Of particular importance, since the

acceleration of the radiating surface and the acoustic

pressure must maintain a specified phase relationship for

the resonator to be at resonance, is that the impedance

converter does not shift the phase of the microphone signal

by more than 0.5 degrees between 200 and 500 Hz.

2. Driver Housing

The driver housing consists of a housing shell,

pressure lid, pusher plate, DC pressure transducer support

plate with strain relief, and electronics access plug all

machined from 6061-T6 aluminum. The dimension of the

housing itself are constrained because it must bolt on to an

existing 9.5 inch diameter hole pattern on the pressure lid

of the NASA/GAS canister. Aluminum was the obvious choice

for the material because of its light weight, high strength,

and good heat conducting properties. The result is a
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housing with a maximum diameter of 10.80 inches and a height

of 3.75 inches. To simplify and reduce the amount of work

and fabrication necessary, the driver was designed with

interchangeaDility in mind. Any resonator or thermoacoustic

stack used on the Hofler refrigerator will attach to the

STAR ariver housing.

The interior of the driver housing shell is machined

to accept the driver magnet and hold it in proper relation

to the resonator entrance port. There is a 1/32 inch hole

in the bottom of the housing in which is placed a 0.8 inch

length of 0.010 inch inner diameter copper-nickel capillary

tub4ng to provide a static pressure equalization between the

driver housing volume and resonator. It is through this

capillary leak that the resonator is purged and filled with

gas. The housing exterior has two flanges; the upper flange

for mounting to the NASA Get Away Special cannister lid, and

the lower flange providing a sealing surface for the vacuum

can o-ring and bolt pattern.

The refrigerator is connected to the purging and gas

distribution system through a Teflon wrapped Swagelok

fitting screwed into a 1/8 NPT threaded hole on the side of

the driver housing. The pressure is monitored by an Omega

PX-80 piezo-resistive pressure transducer. The PX-80 is

held in its own port by a support plate which has a strain

relief tower attached to it to prevent damage to its

delicate leads and to house the external compensation
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resistors. A lead o-ring is used to seal the transducei

against the port.

The electronics access plug has three coaxial and

three single conductor feed-throughs. The coaxial

connections are for the nine volt microphone supply, the

microphone signal, and the accelerometer signal. Two of the

single conductor feed-throughs are for the driver voice coil

while the third is a spare. In order to make these feed-

throughs as helium leak tight as possible the annular cross

section area to depth ratio was kept as small as possible

and a glass filled epoxy (Emerson and Cummings' Stycast

2850FT) was used both to fill the narrow gap between the

feed-through wire and the surrounding wall of the hole and

to act as electrical insulation. As with the pressure

transducer, the electronics plug is sealed against the

driver housing with a lead o-ring.

The driver magnet assembly is held in place by the

pusher plate. Some of the voice coil heat is also conducted

away from the driver through this plate. A ten degree taper

along the outer circumference matches a taper in the driver

housing as a method for obtaining close contact without

scraping off the heat sink grease compound which was used to

further increase the efficiency of heat conduction.

The top of the driver housing is sealed off by the

pressure lid. This 3/4 inch thick aluminum lid is held in

place by twelve 1/4-20 high-strength carbon-steel bolts
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which are capable of withstanding forces far in excess of

those which the lid will normally experience. The lid is

sealed against the driver housing by two o-rings. The outer

seal is a 1/32 inch thick lead o-ring while the inner seal

is a back up rubber o-ring.

It should be stressed at this point that lead o-

rings were necessary since STAR will most likely be filled

with helium before it is delivered to NASA and will then sit

unattended for up to six months before being launched. A

non-metallic seal would allow excessive amounts of helium to

diffuse out of the refrigerator and create a need for

constant monitoring and possible refilling which is not

allowed by NASA.

C. RESONANCE CONTROL BOARD

The Resonance Control Board (RCB) is considered the

heart of the STAR electronics package and is depicted

schematically, with corrections, in Figures IV-2a and IV-2b

[Ref. 12]. This board monitors the acoustic pressure and

bellows acceleration and keeps the driver operating at the

gas resonance of the resonator. It also monitors the

amplitude at which the driver is operating and makes the

necessary adjustments to the oscillator output to keep the

refrigerator running at an acoustic pressure to mean

pressure ratio of Po/Pm=2% or 3% depending on the experiment

being conducted. What follows is a description of the RCB
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paraphrased from Byrnes [Ref. 13], with notes about the

modifications that where eventually made when the RCB was

actually interfaced with the STAR driver/resonator.

The first stage of the RCB is the input from the

microphone and accelerometer. The microphone signal has

already been buffered by an Eltec impedance convertor within

the driver housing. The two signals are here amplified by a

pair of instrumentation amplifiers. These differential

amplifiers feature a high common mode rejection ratio, very

low noise, high input impedance and low output impedance,

and where originally set for a gain factor of ten. However,

after preliminary full power operation of STAR it was

decided that the gain setting for the microphone would have

to be lowered. The original RCB circuit had been designed

with the assumption that the microphone and accelerometer

signals would have a magnitude on the order of 0.25 Vrms and

0.3 Vrms, respectively. The actual microphone signal turned

out to be on the order of 0.5 Vrms while the accelerometer

signal was on the order of 0.1 Vrms. Because the amplified

signals have to remain below five volts to interface

properly with the data acquisition circuits, an amplified

microphone signal of five volts is just too close to the

limit for comfort. The gain was not, however, simply

lowered to an arbitrary value. This will be explained later

in a discussion of the automatic gain control (AGC).
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The condition for resonance is that the acoustic

pressure be in phase with the bellows velocity. But since

only the acceleration and pressure signals are given, and

since the acceleration is 90 degrees out-of-phase with the

velocity, resonance conditions can be satisfied by keeping

the accelerometer signal in phase quadrature with the

acoustic pressure signal. This is done by the RCB with a

phase locked loop (PLL) circuit. The sinusoidal pressure

and acceleration signals are multiplied or mixed by a

comparator and a polarity switcher.

The pressure and accelerometer signals can be

represented mathematically, when they are in phase

quadrature, as

P(t)=PoCos(Wt )  (IV-l)

a(t)=aoSin(wt)  (IV-2)

or more generally when they have an arbitrary phase

difference (4) between them as

P (t) =PoSin (wt) (IV-3)

a(t)=aoSin(wt-0). (IV-4)

The result of multiplying these two signals together is

P(t)*a(t)=Poao[Sin 2wt*Cos()-Sin2wt*Sin()/2] (IV-5)

where the first term in the brackets is essentially a

combination of a harmonically varying AC voltage with a

constant DC voltage, and the second term is an AC harmonic

of the original signal. The AC components can now be

filtered out with a low pass filter leaving only the Cos(O)
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term which varies with the phase angle between the two

original signals. This voltage is used as an error signal

which is integrated to drive the frequency of the voltage

controlled oscillator (VCO) toward the resonance frequency.

It is interesting to point out at here that because the

absolute phase of the microphone relative to the

accelerometer was not known (they could either be 90 degrees

out of phase or 270 degrees out of phase), there was the

possibility that when the RCB was first hooked up to the

driver, that it would try to lock the driver to anti-

resonance. That is, it would try to keep the two signals

270 degrees out-of-phase with each other. This, in fact, is

what did happen and it was easily corrected by Leversing the

polarity of the microphone input to the phase comparator.

The rms level of the amplified microphone and

accelerometer signals is converted to an equivalent DC

voltage for purposes of data acquisition and automatic gain

control (AGC). In the AGC section, the microphone rms level

is compared to a voltage equivalent to the rms level when

STAR is operating at Po/Pm= 0 .02 or 0.03. A DC error signal

is created when the two voltages are not equal which causes

the VCO to adjust the amplitude of its output. Since the

RCB was designed without a priori knowledge of the actual

microphone rms signal level under operating conditions, an

"equivalent" voltage of 2.3 Vrms for three percent operation

and 1.5 Vrms for two percent operation was chosen. Rather
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than changing the microphone voltage gain to an arbitrary

value and then adjusting these equivalent voltages to match,

it was simpler to adjust the gain such that it equaled the

equivalent voltage divided by the actual voltage. The

actual microphone signal at Po/Pm= 0 .03 was 0.540 Vrms, so

the correct gain is 2.3/0.54 or 4.26.

The RCB also has a microphone power supply to provide

nine volts DC separately from the battery pack that powers

STAR. While this feature will probably be located somewhere

other than on the final flight RCB, it is worth noting that

the original design was incorrect and has been replaced with

a new design as shown in Figure IV-2.

D. DRIVER HOUSING COOLING SYSTEM

Preliminary operation of the refrigerator at full power

revealed that the driver housing is massive enough to allow

unloaded operation without a heat dissipation system because

the housing temperature did not exceed thirty degrees

centigrade. However, in order to make good laboratory

measurements, it is desirable to hold the normally variable

driver temperature fixed.

The chosen method for cooling the driver housing was a

recirculating water system. A round "cooling band", shown

in Figure IV-3, was made of 1/32 inch brass plate with two

1/4 inch outer diameter copper tubes soft-soldered along the

outer perimeter and joined at both ends by brass manifold
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Figure IV-3. Driver Housing Cooling Band
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blocks. The band is clamped around the largest diameter of

the driver housing and connected to a Neslab Endocal RTE-110

refrigerated bath recirculator, allowing the housing to be

kept at a constant temperature. The two copper coils

running around the driver housing are run in parallel rather

than in series so as to decrease the flow restriction

presented to the recirculator pump.
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V. GAS DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

A. FILLING AND PURGING MANIFOLD

The filling and purging manifold is the hub of the gas

distribution system. It is from here that the operator

selects whether the refrigerator will be purged or filled

and at what rate. A schematic diagram of the panel is shown

in Figure V-I with all of the valves indicated by letters or

numbers. However, before describing the operation of the

panel it is important to elaborate on the need to control

the purging and filling rate. The resonator mounting face

of the STAR driver housing has a small capillary tube of

0.010 inch inner diameter to equalize the static pressure

between the driver back volume and the resonator volume.

Because the capillary is the only connection between the two

volumes, and because the refrigerator is connected to the

gas supply lines exclusively through a fitting on the driver

side of the housing, it is important to insure that the

refrigerator not be purged or filled too rapidly as this

would cause a large differential pressure across the

bellows. This differential pressure would push the reducer

cone beyond the excursion limits of the delicate titanium

suspension.

A practical upper limit may be placed on the

differential pressure permitted across the bellows by
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calculating the force per unit area needed to displace the

vcice coil by a safe amount. From the Harris and Volkert

thesis [Ref. 14], the driver/bellows stiffness is k=6.83 x

104 N/m and the effective bellows diameter is approximately

1.25 inches or 0.032 meters. If the maximum allowable

bellows displacement is 0.010 inches or 0.000254 meters; the

corresponding pressure differential is easily calculated as

3.2 PSI.

There are several ways to insure that a differential

pressure of 3.2 PSI is not exceeded. The simplest is to

insert a capillary identical to the one inside the driver

housing into the distribution panel and in series with the

line between the gas supply and the driver housing inlet. A

differential pressure gauge would be used to monitor the

pressure drop across the capillary while a metering valve

between the gas supply and the capillary would regulate the

flow to maintain a safe pressure differential. However, to

allow for the possibility of different driver housings with

different size capillaries, a metering valve with a set

screw was used to approximate the flow rate of the

capillary. The need for the differential pressure gauge and

regulating valve remains unchanged.

Returning to Figure V-l; the positive-reading

differential pressure gauge is designed to always have a

higher pressure on the "P" inlet and a lower pressure on the

"S" inlet. It is therefore necessary to reverse the
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connections to the gauge depending on whether the

refrigerator is being drained or filled. Four shut-off

valves, to be opened and closed in pairs, are used to

reverse the pressure gauge connections. When the driver is

purged, the two valves marked "E" are opened while the two

valves marked 'F" are closed. The status of the valves is

reversed when the driver is filled.

A small 1.5 CFM mechanical vacuum pump is used to

evacuate the panel and the driver/resonator. It is closed

off from the panel by valve 1. A venting valve (2) is

placed on the pump side of cutoff valve one since the inlet

of the vacuum pump should not be exposed to a vacuum when it

is shut off as this would cause oil to be sucked into the

vacuum lines.

Together with valve 1 and the metering valve, valves 3

and 4 create a central chamber to allow selection of either

the vacuum pump or the gas supply line. Valve 3 vents this

chamber, while valve 4 closes off the gas supply. Valve 5

vents the gas supply line.

The panel is instrumented with three pressure gauges. A

Heise CM-96728 200 PSIA mechanical unit with 0.5 PSI

subdivisions is placed between the outlet of the panel and

the driver housing inlet. This gauge was calibrated against

a mercury column converted to PSI. The second pressure

gauge is an Omega PX-304-300AV pressure transducer connected

to a ten volt DC supply source and mounted opposite the
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Heise gauge. The zero to one-hundred DC millivolt output

signal is monitored on a voltmeter. The third gauge is the

differential pressure gauge mounted across the set-screw

metering valve. This unit is a Wallace and Tiernan gauge

reading in units of inches of water up to 200".

B. GAS MIXING MANIFOLD

Since the selection of the exact gas mixture to be used

depends on the acoustical characteristics of the driver and

resonator and their interaction, the ability to mix the two

gases in the desired ratio while filling the refrigerator

was a requisite towards simplifying the process of selecting

the operating frequency.

The simplest method allowing for the most accurate

control of the mixture and the highest rate of repeatability

was to use a commercially available mass flow control

system. An Omega FMA-114 mass flow controller rated for a

maximum of 200 standard cubic centimeters per minute (SCCM)

was used to control the flow of helium while an FMA-111

controller rated for a maximum flow rate of 20 SCCM was used

to control the flow of the second gas. These two mass flow

controllers are actually calibrated for nitrogen (N2 ), but

are easily corrected for helium, argon, and xenon by

multiplying the flow rate by a correction factor of 1.45.

The two controllers are, therefore, actually rated for a
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maximum flow rate of 290 SCCM and 29 SCCM for these three

gases.

An Omega FMA-2DPV dual channel electronic control box

was used to operate the two mass flow controllers. This box

controls any two Omega series FMA-100 units, each of which

is independently adjustable from zero to one-hundred percent

of its rated flow capacity. In addition, pin-outs are

provided to allow override of the valves which force them

fully open or closed regardless of the control box settings.

Referring again to Figure V-i; the two mass flow

controllers feed into a "T" connection where the gases

combine and flow through a gas mixture analyzer (section C).

The gas then enters a ballast bottle of one liter

displacement before entering the filling manifold. The

ballast bottle serves several purposes: First, since the

refrigerator must be filled at a slow rate, it is easier to

first fill the ballast bottle at the maximum rate allowed by

the mass flow controllers, and then fill the rpfrigerator

from the ballast bottle. This allows for a more accurate

and consistent gas mixture. Second, different gas mixtures

are easily mixed and tested by filling the ballast bottle

and then checking the sound velocity with the gas analyzer.

A Weksler 200 PSIG pressure gauge is located opposite the

ballast bottle to monitor the gas pressure.
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C. GAS ANALYZER

Analysis of the gas mixture is performed by an acoustic

gas analyzer consisting of a resonant chamber with a piezo-

electric ceramic transmitter at one end and a similar

receiver at the other end. The device is depicted in the

sectional drawing of Figure V-2 which may be attributed to

Hofler and Garrett [Ref. 15]. With pure helium, the chamber

has a fundamental mode frequency of approximately 26 kHz,

corresponding to a half wavelength. The mass of a mixture

of helium and argon, for instance, can be calculated by

measuring the frequency at which the chamber resonates. The

sound velocity is simply given by

c = Xf (V-i)

where f is the resonant frequency and X is the wavelength

which is equal to twice the effective length of the chamber

since it is a closed-closed resonator.

The mass of the gas mixture is calculated from the

relation

c2 = yRT/m (V-2)

where 7 is the ratio of specific heats for the gas, R is the

universal gas constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin and m

is the molecular mass. Since the sound velocity and atomic

weight of helium are already known, the mass of the unknown

mixture is more easily found by the relation

(ci/c2)2 = m2/m I  (V-3)
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where the subscript 1 refers to helium and the subscript 2

refers to the unknown gas mixture. This relation is

accurate provided that the temperature has been kept

constant. The concentration of argon or xenon present may

now be calculated from the following expression;

m2 = XmAr/Xe + (X-l)mHe (V-4)

where X is the mole fraction of argon or xenon and mAr/Xe is

the mass. Armed with these formulas it is possible now to

either analyze the composition of an unknown mixture, or

working backwards, to arrive at a mass ratio for a desired

sound velocity.

The analyzer was operated with a HP 3561A dynamic signal

analyzer which provided a periodic or random noise signal

with an amplitude of one volt RMS to the transmitter. The

receiver signal was fed back into the analyzer to track the

resonant mode. The resonant peaks were at least 20 dB above

the "noise floor" allowing for easy detection.

Once a desired sound speed had been selected and the

mass ratio calculated, the Omega FMA-2DV control box could

be set so that the ratio of the mass flows was equivalent to

the mass ratio of the desired gas mixture. This is not

strictly correct because these units measure volume flow in

standard cubic centimeter per second, but worked well as

will be shown presently.

Some amount of error in the actual gas mixtures obtained

is to be expected since the mass flow controllers have their
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limits of accuracy. The Omega series FMA-110 units have a

specified accuracy of +/- 2 percent of full scale between

50 C and 50 0 C and between 5 PSIG and 150 PSIG. In fact,

the expected error is actually greater than this because the

pressure at the inlet to the controllers was kept at 200

PSIG. This saved refilling time by allowing the ballast

bottle to be filled to 190 PSI. The filling had to be

stopped at 190 PSI because the pressure requlators on the

gas supply bottle could not be expected to match each other

to within better than five percent. The graph of Figure V-3

shows a comparison of the mass ratio of different mixtures

versus frequency as indicated by the Omega FMA-2DV and as

calculated by equations (V-3) and (V-4). The agreement is

close enough that a fair amount of repeatability is

possible.

D. CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

The distribution panel is made up of one-quarter inch

outer diameter copper tubing soldered together. All of the

valves have brass Swagelok compression fittings making

assembly quite easy and allowing for multiple reconnections.

These compression fittings must be used according to the

manufacturer's directions since they are easily damaged by

overtightening. Due to the convoluted nature of the

manifold, it was at times necessary to do some soldering

after a valve had been inserted into the assembly. Great
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care was taken not to overheat and damage the valve seats by

wrapping them with wet towels to absorb the excess heat.

Valves 1 through 5 are Nupro "JN" series screwed-bonnet

needle valves with Teflon seats rated to 600 PSI while the

"F" and "E" valves are Whitey "IG" series toggle valves with

Viton o-rings and Teflon stem-tips rated for 200 PSI. The

metering valve is a Whitey SS-22RS4 Micro-Metering valve

with a micrometer handle, Viton o-ring, stainless steel

needle and Teflon packing and 0.020" orifice. The set-screw

metering valve is a Nupro "S" series fine metering valve

with Viton o-ring and stainless steel stem rated for 2000

PSI.

The entire assembly was leak tested on the same Alcatel

helium leak detector as used for the resonator leak tests.

The panel, at first, had so many leaks that it could not be

pumped down far enough to allow use of the helium mass

spectrometer. Instead, the suspected leaking joints were

doused with acetone, which has a high vapor pressure,

resulting in the Alcatel pressure gauge jumping as the

acetone entered the leak detector. The gross leaks were

detected and repaired in this manner while the smaller leaks

were subsequently located by spraying helium around the

joints and allowing the helium spectrometer to function. It

must be stressed, again, that when soldering repairs were

performed near a valve, a wet towel was wrapped around the

valve to absorb excess heat thus preventing damage to the
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valve seats. Additionally, all adjacent solder joints were

wrapped to prevent the solder from melting and creating a

new leak.

E. FILLING AND PURGING PROCEDURE

The proper sequence of operations for purging and

filling the refrigerator driver/resonator deserves some

mention here in order to stress the delicate nature of the

driver system. First, to remove all traces of air from the

inside of STAR, it is necessary to alternately evacuate and

then fill the driver/resonator with helium at least twice,

but preferably three times.

Starting with all the panel valves closed except for

valve 1, the vacuum pump is turned on and allowed to

stabilize. Now, having opened the two "E" valves, the

metering-valve is slowly opened until the differential

pressure gauge indicates that the maximum allowable pressure

drop across the capillary-like metering-valve has been

reached. The metering-valve may now be left at its present

setting unattended without the danger of the filling rate

increasing. The diminution in the mass flow through the

capillary-like valve due to the drop in the absolute

pressure causes the bellows pressure differential to

decrease as well. To expedite the process, the metering-

valve may be continuously adjusted to allow for the maximum

evacuation rate. Eventually, however, the metering-valve
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will have been opened entirely, whereas the pressure

differential will continue to decrease. When the absolute

pressure has dropped below the permissible bellows pressure

differential, the "F" valves may be opened to allow the flow

path to bypass the capillary-like metering-valve.

Once the Heise gauge has bottomed out, one is left only

with the question of how long to allow the vacuum pump to

continue to draw on the driver housing. A zero PSI reading

on the Heise gauge is obviously no guarantee of a good

vacuum since it will resolve, at best, to within a tenth of

a PSI. This leaves only the Omega PX-80 transducer for

monitoring small changes in the driver housing pressure at

low absolute pressure. Since no zero-offset calibration was

performed on this specific transducer prior to insertion in

the driver housing, the best that can be done is to continue

to pump down on the refrigerator until the PX-80 voltage has

very nearly stopped changing.

Once an acceptable vacuum is attained, the refrigerator

must be filed with helium and the whole process repeated one

to two more times. If one is simply exchanging one gas

mixture for another, it is only necessary to perform the

evacuation once. This step was eliminated when the second

resonator was brought into operation and, instead, the

refrigerator was filled with gas and then depressurized

three to four times to insure that there were only trace

amounts of air in the system. This change was made in an
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attempt to minimize damage to the delicate stainless foil

vapor shield. In any event, the metering-valve must first

be closed followed by valve 1 and the two "E" valves. The

two "F" valves must remain opened. Filling the driver with

pure helium is simple and requires only that the helium mass

controller be opened fully to fill the ballast bottle. Or,

if the refrigerator is to be filled with a gas mixture, the

mass controller electronics box must be set to the

appropriate value for each mass controller, and the ballast

bottle filled.

With the ballast bottle full and the "F" valves open,

valve 4 is opened to join the gas mixing apparatus to the

fill manifold, and the metering-valve opened until, once

again, the pressure drop across the capillary-like metering-

valve has reached the maximum allowable. As when

evacuating, the valve may remain unattended since the

gradual decrease in the pressure difference from the gas

well to the refrigerator will reduce the mass flow through

the capillary and cause a gradual diminution of the pressure

drop across the capillary. The metering-valve may, again,

be continually adjusted to hasten the process. However,

since the ballast bottle has a smaller volume than the

driver/resonator, the pressure between the two will equalize

at a lower than desired level. The metering valve must now

be closed off, the ballast bottle refilled, and the process

repeated until the refrigerator is filled to the desired
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pressure. Two refills of the ballast bottle are necessary

to fill STAR to 150 PSI.

The steps described in this section are necessary to

protect the driver suspension and bellows from being

subjected to overextension as caused by a large pressure

differential between the resonator side and the driver

housing side of the bellows. It is advisable that the

status of each and every valve be double checked before any

change is made to prevent a catastrophic accident.
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VI. REFRIGERATOR PERFORMANCE

A. ELECTROACOUSTIC EFFICIENCY

The first test performed on STAR, once the resonator had

been mated to the driver, was to measure the electroacoustic

efficiency as a function of frequency for a variety of gas

mixtures ranging from pure helium to a mixture of helium

with an 18.85% concentration of argon. It was expected that

the electroacoustic efficiency would be maximized if the

fundamental ("operating") frequency of the resonator was

matched to the mechanical resonance of the driver; the

reason being that at resonance the driver can deliver the

largest voice-coil displacement for the least amount of

electrical power.

The mechanical resonance of the driver in a vacuum was

measured as being approximately 358 +/- 1 Hz. However, it

must be pointed out that the output impedance of the device

which is driving STAR has a substantial effect on what is

perceived to be the mechanical resonance of the driver. It

is customary to test a dynamic loudspeaker using an

instrument such as the HP 4192A impedance analyzer which has

a built in oscillator with a relatively high output

impedance. The driver, however, will be powered by a Crown

PS-100 power amplifier with an output impedance of less than

0.01 ohms at 400 Hz. This has the effect of causing the
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electrical damping characteristics of the driver's voice

coil to be non-negligible relative to the mechanical damping

effects of the suspension and bellows. In fact, even the

output impedance of the HP 4192A is not high enough that

some electrical damping was not evident.

Because the driver's resistance was less than 50 ohms,

however, a 10,000 ohm resistor could be inserted in series

with the power amplifier to transform it into essentially a

constant current supply, thereby eliminating the electrical

damping effects. The accelerometer output plot of Figure

VI-I shows the "true" mechanical resonance with all

electrical, gas, and resonator effects eliminated.

Strictly for comparison, Figure VI-2 shows the

accelerometer output when driven by the HP 4192A and,

conversely, when driven directly off of the PS-100 power

amplifier. The effect of an amplifier on a moving coil

loudspeaker is commonly observed in a home audio system

where the electrical damping properties of the power-

amplifier/voice coil are used to control the excessive

motion of the low frequency driver at its resonant

frequency.

Figure VI-3 shows that the resonance remained

essentially constant as the refrigerator was pressurized to

150 PSI with helium. However, under these circumstances,

the resonator's fundamental frequency was at 560 Hz, far

enough from the driver's resonance that they did not
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measurably effect one another. Such behavior was not

observed when the gas mixture was changed in order to move

the resonator's fundamental closer to that of the driver's.

Here are, essentially, two harmonic oscillators which, as

their fundamental frequencies become more coincident, are no

longer decoupled.

Eight different gas mixtures were tested, ranging from

pure helium to a mixture of helium with 18.85% argon.

Although these tests were conducted with the refrigerator

driven at conservative power levels, the amount of

electrical power being delivered to the voice coil had to be

high enough that the voltages measured by the power

measurement circuit would be at least two to three orders of

magnitude above its DC offset. The chosen power level was

roughly 200 milliWatts of electrical power delivered to the

driver. This corresponded to an acoustic pressure at the

microphone of about 0.25 percent of the mean pressure, which

was 150 PSIA.

Upon investigation of the accelerometer and microphone

outputs (Figures VI-4a through VI-4h) for each of the

various helium/argon gas mixtures, it may be seen that the

resonator fundamental occurs at the peak of the microphone

response, or approximately at a relative minimum for the

accelerometer response, as expected. Also, as mentioned

previously, the mechanical resonance of the driver and the

fundamental of the resonator appear to repel each other as
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they are brought closer together. It is obviously not safe

to assume, then, that one has merely to set the gas mixture

such that the resonator fundamental coincides with the

mechanical resonance of the driver; for where indeed is the

driver's mechanical resonance when sc hiany factors such as

electrical damping and resonator interactions cloud the

picture? Returning to the original impetus for these tests,

it is clear that the gas mixture must be set for a

maximization of the electroacoustic efficiency.

Given the frequency at which the refrigerator is driven,

the electrical power Pelec delivered to the voice coil, the

volume velocity U and acoustic pressure p at the bellows'

radiating surface and the phase angle 4 between them, the

electroacoustic efficiency is easily calculated as outlined

in Volkert and Harris (Ref. 161. The acoustic power Pac

delivered to the resonator is

Pac = P U cos(O). (VI-I)

Or using the measured data;

Pac = (Vmic/Mmic) (Vacc/wMacc)cOS(O) (VI-2)

where Mmic and Macc are the voltage sensitivities of the

microphone and accelerometer respectively, and w is the

angular frequency. The electroacoustic efficiency nea is

now simply

tea = Pac/Pelec •  (VI-3)

The individual efficiency curves are presented in Figures

VI-5a through VI-5h, and the efficiency as a function of the
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resonator fundamental is shown in Figure VI-6. The data is

summarized in Table VI-1 where F. is the fundamental or

"operating" frequency of the resonator and Fpeak is the

frequency of maximum efficiency.

ELECTROACOUSTIC EFFICIENCY

% argon Fo(Hz) eff.(%) Fpeak(Hz) eff.(%)

0 560 23.0 570 26.0

3.71 485 32.4 500 38.9

6.42 446 36.4 465 45.8

7.94 428 38.0 450 49.3

10.05 406 39.8 435 50.5

12.42 384 39.7 415 51.8

15.96 358 38.0 400 47.6

18.85 340 36.3 385 42.6

Table VI-1

The final consideration in picking the actual gas

mixture to be used is the anticipated drop in sound speed

(or operating frequency) due to the drop in temperature as

the refrigerator cools down. And, while it would appear

that only the "cold" portion of the resonator experiences

this temperature drop; that is where most of the particle

velocity is, so that the gas temperature can essentially be

taken to be that of the cold end of the resonator.

Given that the speed of sound in an ideal gas is related

to the temperature by
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c2 = 'YRT/m, (VI-4)

and guessing that on the first run the refrigerator would

reach a cold temperature of at least 2330 K (-400 C), an

operating frequency of 410 Hz at 2930 K (200 C) was chosen

which would drop to about 366 Hz with the drop in

temperature. This selection appeared to straddle the

efficiency curve nicely, and would hopefully allow the

refrigerator to run at its most efficient frequency when a

heat load was applied; that frequency being somewhere

between 366 Hz and 410 Hz. The starting frequency was

eventually adjusted to 420 Hz as lower temperatures where

attained.

B. DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS

In order to operate STAR safely at full power for days

at a time and to amass useful data, some sort of protocol

for powering up and operating the refrigerator had to be

established. The first step, after completely purging the

system of air, was to fill the driver/resonator with the

appropriate gas mixture. Because this step could take up to

three hours, it was prudent to start up the vacuum pumps for

the thermal vacuum canister at the same time since it took

two to three hours just to achieve a minimum acceptable

vacuum of at least 10-4 Torr. In fact, it was common to

begin drawing the vacuum 24 hours in advance of operation of

STAR.
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Once the refrigerator was pressurized and a good vacuum

was achieved, starting up was quite easy thanks to the

Resonance Control Board (RCB). With the data acquisition

system, power amplifier, and ancillary monitoring

electronics equipment powered up, the resonance control

board was turned on with the frequency and amplitude resets

on and the operating level switch set to the two percent

position.

The power amplifier was first set to a low gain level so

that the RCB board would be receiving a microphone and

accelerometer signal. The frequency reset was then

disconnected to allow the RCB to track towards the

fundamental frequency of the resonator. Once the

refrigerator was at the proper operating frequency, the

power amplifier gain was increased to a level that had

already been experimentally determined to give the Automatic

Gain Control section of the RCB proper control of the driver

at full power. At this point the driver was still operating

at a substantially reduced power level. Turning off the

amplitude reset was all that remained to bring the

refrigerator up to full operating status.

Once the refrigerator was operating, two types of data

were accumulated. The first was simply status data which

were recorded by a combination of a HP 3457A data

acquisition unit and a HP 9836 computer as outlined in

Appendix A. The second data set were single points taken
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when the refrigerator had reached equilibrium after some

change had been made to the heat load imposed upon it.

Status data was taken at intervals of anywhere from 30

seconds to 20 minutes depending on how fast things were

changing, and was useful for charting how fast events

occurred or simply for monitoring the vital signs of STAR.

The single data points were used for analysis of the

temperature ratio and coefficient of performance (COP) of

the refrigerator.

The status points monitored where the hot and cold

temperatures of the resonator, the electrical power and

current being delivered to the driver, the mean pressure

within the driver housing, the microphone and accelerometer

RMS output voltages, the operating frequency, and of course

the time at which the data were taken. The single data

points taken were the elapsed time, the hot and cold

temperatures, the mean pressure, the DC voltage applied to

the resistive heater strip, the microphone and accelerometer

RMS voltages, and the operating frequency.

Three tests were of interest once the refrigerator was

running at full power. The first, simply out of curiosity,

was to measure how fast the refrigerator would cool down to

its lowest temperature. The second, for determining the

magnitude of the nuisance heat leak, was how fast the

refrigerator warmed up again after the power was shut off.

The thi rd, requiring long term operation, was to allow the
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refrigerator to reach its lowest temperature, record the

data, and then change the heat load at the cold end of the

resonator and take data after it had been allowed to

equilibrate again. Data for the first and third tests were

taken by the automated data acquisition system (ADAS)

because of its accuracy and reliability. Data for the

second test, while actually recorded by the ADAS, was

simultaneously annotated by hand in a lab book.

The raw data for the refrigerator cool down and warm up

will be presented in a graph of temperature versus time.

The analyzed performance data will be presented in the form

of a graph of the temperature ratio (Tc/Th) versus total

heat load and the coefficient of performance relative to

Carnot (COPR) versus the total heat load. The total heat

load inclules the heat applied via the resistive heater

strip and the nuisance heat leak from the resonator itself.

Because the analysis of the data was relatively straight-

forward and there was not a large number of data points,

these calculations were done by hand on a HP 15C

programmable calculator. All of the formulas may be found

elsewhere in this thesis.

Some mention should be made at this point about the

accuracy of the temperature data taken. First of all, the

temperatures measured with the Omega E-type thermocouples

are specified by the manufacturer as being accurate to

within the greater of 1.70 C or +/-l% of the temperature as
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referenced to 0°C. This error was somewhat compounded for

the cold thermocouple by the millivolt thermocouple

amplifier. The DC offset at the output of this unit tended

to drift after several hours and in any event could not be

reduced below about 0.2 millivolts, which translates to as

much as three degrees centigrade. The cold temperature data

annotated by hand was subsequently read on an Omega 450 AET

E-type thermocouple thermometer. This eliminated the errors

extraneous to the specified accuracy of the thermocouple.

C. NO HEAT LOAD

Because of the time constraints involved, it was decided

that performance data at medium-power (Po/Pm=2%) would be

taken with resonator number one, leaks and all, while

version two was being constructed. The first important data

was actually the last taken. The warm up data was used to

calculate an estimate of the heat leak back to the cold end

of the refrigerator. The graph of Figure VI-7 is an

exponential fit of the temperature difference (Th-Tc) versus

time. The computer graphics program used was Cricket Graph

which can calculate a base 10 logarithmic fit which is

easily converted to a natural logarithmic formula of the

form

Temperature Difference = 68.5 e- 0. 00005t. (VI-5)

Following the procedure outlined in Chapter III, the heat

leak was calculated as being approximately 0.0118 Watts/°K
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for resonator number one. As per Susalla (Ref. 17), an

allowance of 0.0024 Watts/°K was made for thermal conduction

due to the stack and gas which reduced the nuisance heat

leak to 0.0094 Watts/°K.

Resonator number two faired better than the first

because it remained leak tight throughout the full-power

performance tests. It also had a minimum of ten layers of

super-insulation around the sphere, and as much as 15 layers

around the reduced portion of the resonator barrel. The

warm-up data is presented in the graph of Figure VI-8 and

leads to a heat leak of 0.010 W/°K from which 0.0024 W/°K is

subtracted to arrive at 0.0076 W/°K.

While not being of any particular use for this thesis,

it is of interest to look at the cool-down rate of the

refrigerator. This data will be needed at a future date by

whomever will be programming the microprocessor that will

control STAR while it is in orbit aboard the Space Shuttle.

Figures VI-9 and VI-10 show the temperature in degrees

centigrade versus time, of the cold end of resonator number

two, for medium-power (2%) and full-power (3%),

respectively. The full power data begins at -170 C because

the driver voice coil is displacement limited at

temperatures above this. It can be seen that while the

temperature drops more quickly with the refrigerator running

at full-power, the lowest ultimate temperature is reached
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under medium-power operation. This behavior is identical to

that of Hofler's original research refrigerator [Ref. 18].

D. TEMPERATURE RATIO AND COEFFICIENT OF PERFORMANCE

The first long term run of the refrigerator, using

resonator number one, was conducted at an acoustic pressure

to mean pressure ratio of 2 percent. Gas was continuously

added to the resonator/driver as it cooled down because of

the anticipated pressure drop as the gas cooled. However,

once the heat load tests were begun, the refrigerator should

have been able to reach equilibrium from within 12 hours of

each heat load change. But because of the rather large leak

in the resonator, about one PSI per hour, it was necessary

to first overpressurize the refrigerator to 155 PSIA when

the heat load was increased, and then allow it to

equilibrate for 12 hours. Then the refrigerator was

refilled to 155 PSIA and allowed to equilibrate for another

12 hours at which point another data point was taken. By

then, the mean pressure had typically dropped to about 145

PSIA and in fact, all of the data points were taken at this

pressure to insure consistency.

The previously described procedure was necessary because

the first 12 hour interval would allow the refrigerator to

get within two degrees of equilibrium, while the second 12

hour interval was needed because topping off the

refrigerator introduced warm gas into the resonator which
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threw it off equilibrium by three to four degrees. By the

end of the second 12 hour interval, if the temperature was

found to not change by more than a tenth of a degree over a

span of one hour, it was safe to conclude that it was within

less than one percent of its equilibrium value.

Matters improved considerably when the second resonator

was installed. Once the refrigerator had reached its lowest

temperature, the mean pressure having been maintained at 150

PSIA, a heat load could be introduced and the refrigerator

allowed to equilibrate without the need to add any more gas

to it. In fact, it was necessary to bleed off about one PSI

of gas within the first 30 minutes as the refrigerator

warmed up to within one degree of its final value.

Throughout the full-power tests conducted with resonatcr

number two, the vacuum cannister pressure remained below

10- 6 Torr and no leaks developed. Subsequently, equilibrium

was usually reached within three to four hours when the heat

load was increased by one-half of a Watt, and within five to

eight hours when is was increased by one Watt.

Unlike previous theses where variables such as gas

composition or stack design were changed in order to analyze

their effect on the performance of the thermoacoustic

refrigerator, this thesis concerns itself solely with the

performance of a thermoacoustic refrigerator modified to

withstand the rigors of space flight. Here, then, are the

results for the Space Thermoacoustic Refrigerator.
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The graphs of Figures VI-Il and VI-12 show the

temperature ratio Tc/Th versus the total heat load in Watts

for medium power and full-power, respectively. There are no

surprises in that there is a linear relation between the

temperature ratio and heat load as was seen previously by

Hofler [Ref. 19] and Susalla [Ref. 20]. Also similar to

Hofler [Ref. 21] is how the lowest temperatures were

obtained at medium-power when no heat load existed. When a

heat load was applied, however, the lowest temperatures were

obtained at full-power.

Turning to the coefficient of performance relative to

Carnot (COPR), the results for medium-power are presented in

Figure VI-13 while the results for full-power appear in

Figure VI-14. Again, the data shows a trend that was fully

expected at the outset. The refrigerator has the highest

COPR for low heat loads (two Watts) when operated at

medium-power, but the highest COPR for larger heat loads

(four to five Watts) when operated at high-power.

Quantitatively speaking, the results for the full-power

runs are disappointing. While it was expected that the

ultimate COPR at full-power would be slightly lower than for

medium-power, it was not expected to be 29 percent lower.

The two sets of COPR data were taken with two separate

resonators, and it was clear from the start that the

refrigerator was not operating properly when resonator
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number two was used. Several possible problems that may

have existed will be explored in chapter seven.

E. FAILSAFE PROTECTION

To allow STAR to be run for long periods of time

unattended, an automated shut-down system was designed based

on three failure scenarios. First, was the possibility of a

sudden loss of power. In this case it was desirable that

STAR be prevented from trying to start up again when power

was restored. The second case was that of a sudden loss of

vacuum in the thermal vacuum cannister, in which case the

diffusion pump should automatically shut itself off and not

be allowed to restart unless the pressure in the cannister

dropped below a specified level. Additionally, the

diffusion pump should stay off after a power black out. The

third possibility was driver failure. In this case it was

desirable to try and detect a failure early on and shut down

the experiment before irreparable damage was done to the

driver, without the ability to automatically restart.

The first failure scenario was addressed with a simple

relay circuit to control the 120 volt supply line to the

power amplifier. Figure VI-15 shows how a double pole

single throw mechanical relay was wired so that a momentary

contact switch would energize the relay. Once energized,

the first relay contact would continue to supply the relay

coil with current while the second contact would supply
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power to an accessory outlet for the power amplifier. If

power to the relay were suddenly lost, as with a power black

out, the relay would shut off and not be able to re-energize

unless the momentary contact switch was manually closed by

the experiment's operator. Thus, the refrigerator driver

would remain silenced to prevent damage to the voice coil.

The second failure scenario was dealt with in a manner

similar to the first. The Granville-Philips ionization

gauge controller used to monitor the pressure in the vacuum

canister has a single pole double throw relay contact for

each of the two thermocouple gages. Each relay has a

continuously variable set point adjustable from a vacuum

level of 10- 3 Torr up to 0.2 Torr. The diffusion pump is

specified as having a 360 watt heater element, and while the

contacts on the two relays are rated at four amperes at 115

volts AC, it was decided to use a separate high capacity

mechanical relay to supply the actual current to the

diffusion pump heater to insure safety.

The simplest circuit, ignoring safety problems, would

have been to simply allow a thermocouple relay to energize

the diffusion pump relay once the mechanical roughing pump

had dropped the pressure to below a specified level, and

then turn it off if the pressure rose above the same level.

This, however, would not be practical because the mechanical

pump requires a lengthy amount of time to drop the pressure

below 35 microns of Hg. And, while the diffusion pump may
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be turned on at a pressure level as high as 50 to 100

microns of Hg, it must be cycled two to three times to allow

the oil to outgas properly. To further complicate the

issue, the auto shut off point should be kept below ten

microns of Hg so that the oil in the diffusion pump has an

opportunity to cool off before the pressure increases enough

to cause the oil to oxidize and create a mess. All of this

means that the current supply setup for the diffusion pump

must have a manual override switch to energize the relay,

but that the thermocouple relay be able to take over control

of the diffusion pump once the pressure has dropped below

the specified level. This eliminates the need for the

experiment operator to remember to disable the override

switch and makes for an essentially idiot proof system.

The circuit used to power the diffusion pump is shown in

Figure VI-16. A second mechanical relay is used to control

the power to the first relay, which actually switches the

current to the pump heater element. The power box is

enabled by first energizing relay number two with momentary

contact switch number two. To turn on the diffusion pump,

momentary contact switch number one is used to energize

relay one. Once the pressure in the vacuum cannister has

dropped below the set point of ten microns of Hg,

thermocouple switch number one automatically transfers the

current supply for relay number one directly to the 120 volt
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AC line, and thermocouple switch number two automatically

de-energizes relay number two.

If the pressure should rise above the set point,

thermocouple switch number one would transfer the current

supply for relay number one back under the control of relay

number two which is now de-energized. The diffusion pump

will remain off and only come back on if the operator turns

it on, or if the pressure in the vacuum canister drops below

ten microns of Hg. Additionally, the operator has the

option of turning the diffusion pump on or off at will,

regardless of the state of the thermocouple relay switches.

The third failure scenario requires a much more subtle

approach. The driver must be monitored to detect the

possibility of a failure before it actually occurs. The two

best indicators are the amount of current passing through

the voice coil, and the displacement of the reducer

cone/bellows. Once the refrigerator has reached a state of

equilibrium, the two parameters just mentioned should remain

fairly constant. For example, when STAR is running properly

and operating at an acoustic pressure to ambient pressure

ratio of three percent with no applied heat load, the

current drawn through the voice coil does not exceed 1.25

amperes and its displacement does not exceed 0.009 inches

RMS. These are actually the harshest conditions under which

the driver will operate.
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The philosophy behind this failsafe protection is to use

an electrical circuit to monitor the previously mentioned

parameters, compare them to a safe limit, and then shut down

the experiment if the limit is exceeded. Such a circuit was

designed and is shown in Figure VI-17. When an unsafe

condition is reached, the comparison section of the circuit

grounds the input of a timer IC whose output latches from

ground to five volts long enough to close the contacts of a

Triac. The Triac shorts the driver voice coil leads

together causing the power amplifier to blow out a

protection fuse. This permanently disconnects the power

amplifier from the driver.

Both peak current and RMS current are important

parameters. It is easy to see that an excessive amount of

RMS current through the coil would severely damage it if not

burn it out entirely. But spikes in the current wave form,

while not necessarily showing up on the RMS current level,

and while not damaging to the voice coil individually, could

have a cumulative effect of damaging the voice coil by

slowly heating it up. Since the RMS current is directly

related to the peak current when no spikes are present, a

peak sensing circuit may be used to monitor both the RMS

current and any transient current anomalies.

The current level is monitored by measuring the voltage

drop across a 0.1 ohm resistor which is in series with the

driver voice coil. This sinusoidal waveform "signal" may
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actually be taken off of the power measurement circuit where

an INA-II0 instrumentation amplifier buffers and amplifies

it by a factor of ten. In order to use a voltage comparator

to compare the amplitude of this waveform to a specified

safety limit, the signal is full wave rectified. This

rectified signal is then sent to a comparator for comparison

to a DC set point voltage. Since the amplitude of the

waveform from the INA-110 scales as one volt equal to one

ampere, the set point voltage is simply adjusted to the

maximum peak current level that would be acceptable. When

the actual peak current exceeds the desired limit, the

comparator changes state and the voltage at its output

terminal drops from 15 volts DC to ground. For example, if

the RMS current is not to exceed 1.3 amperes, the set point

voltage is adjusted to (21/2 )X(l.3)=1.84 volts DC.

The displacement monitoring circuit uses the signal from

the accelerometer which is mounted to the back side of the

reducer cone. For a sinusoidal waveform, displacement can

be calculated from a double integration of the acceleration

or by the relation

X = a/w2  (VI-I)

where X is the displacement, w is the angular frequency, and

a is the acceleration. This sort of signal processing can

be done by passing the accelerometer signal through a second

order low pass filter with an attenuation rate of 12 dB per

octave (a voltage transfer function proportional to 1/f2 ).
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A second-order filter equivalent to two first-order

Butterworth filters cascaded together with a -6dB point of

80 Hz is used as shown in the schematic. If the knee of the

filter is too low in frequency, the accelerometer signal

will be attenuated too much to be relied upon accurately.

On the other hand, if the knee of the filter is too high in

frequency, the attenuation rate in the stop band will not be

-12dB per octave at the frequency of interest, which ranges

from 370 Hz to 420 Hz.

As an example of all this processing, a preliminary full

power run of STAR indicated that at an operating frequency

of 377 Hz, the equilibrium displacement was about 0.0082

inches (0.21mm) RMS. Choosing a maximum allowable

displacement of 0.009 inches RMS (0.23 mm RMS), and working

backwards from the voltage calibration of the accelerometer,

the expected voltage output amplitude would be

Va = (80 x 10-6 volts sec 2/meter)w2X (VI-2)

where V is in volts and X has been converted to meters.

This gives V=0.103 volts RMS at 377 Hz. The signal is

amplified by a factor of ten before reaching the failsafe

circuit, and is then passed through the second order low-

pass filter with the voltage transfer function

Vout = Vin (80/f)2. (VI-3)

Taking Vin=(0.10 3 X 10) and f=377 Hz gives Vout=4 6 .4 mY.

The signal is then AC coupled to remove any DC offset and

amplified by a another factor of ten giving Vout=464 mV.
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The accelerometer signal is full wave rectified before

it gets to the voltage comparator. Since the comparator

will be set change state at a peak level, the accelerometer

RMS value is converted to peak voltage;

Vou t = (2)1/2 (464 mY) = 656 mV. (VI-4)

When the accelerometer peak level is in excess of 656 mV the

voltage comparator's output will drop from 15 volts DC to

ground.

To check these calculations we can pick a different

frequency such as 350 Hz, from which we obtain

Va = (80 x 10-6 V sec2/m)(2'T) 2 (350)2 (0.000229) (VI-5)

or Va= 88 .6 mY. This arrives at the circuit amplified by ten

to give 886 mV and is then double integrated by the filter

and amplified again by ten to give

Vout= (0.886) (80/350)2 (VI-6)

or Vout=463 mY. This is agrees with the previous voltage to

within 0.2 percent.

The outputs of the two comparators are tied together in

an "or" configuration to the input of a timer (LM555) such

that either comparator can pull the timer input to ground

and cause it to trigger. The timer has an adjustable reset

delay that is determined by a capacitor and resistor. A

reset of half a second was chosen so that the timer output

would remain high for at least half a second regardless of

the timer input.
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The timer output is connected through an opto-isolator

(GE 4N23) to the gate of a Triac (ECG 5609). When the Triac

gate sees 5 volts it causes pins MTl and MT2 to be

conducting, which shorts the voice coil of the driver and

causes the power amplifier to blow out a 1.25 Ampere "slow-

blow" type protection fuse. Now, regardless of what may

happen, the power amplifier is disconnected from the driver

and the experiment is terminated.

The opto-isolator is used to electrically isolate the

STAR driver power circuit from the failsafe circuit. To

maintain this isolation, it was necessary to provide a

separate DC supply line to the opto-isolator. A simple six

volt DC power source was built using a 6.3 volt filament

transformer, a diode (IN4004), and a capacitor. This setup

steps down the available 120 volt 60 Hz supply, and then

half-wave rectifies and AC filters it to give about nine

volts DC.

To allow for easily adjustable set-points, a 6.9 volt

reference was taken from an LM329 and split by a

potentiometer. The set-point can be adjusted to whatever

value suits the experiment being conducted.

The only problem not addressed at this point is that if

the driver is disconnected by the crow-bar circuit, the heat

load at the cold end (from the resistive strip heater)

should be shut off to prevent overheating the resonator.

This must be corrected before further tests are run.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The objective of this thesis has been to design, build,

and test the resonator for the Space Thermoacoustic

Refrigerator, and to arrive at a fully operational flight

ready unit by integrating all the work that has been done by

previous thesis students in thermoacoustic improvements, and

driver and electronics design and construction. The rigors

of space flight have necessitated several extensive

structural modifications to the original thermoacoustic

refrigerator which was designed and built by Hofler. These

changes will give the device more overall efficiency, and

make it stronger in order to withstand the launch aboard the

Space Shuttle, the mission itself, and the return to Earth.

The refrigerator has been shortened by allowing the end

of the resonator ternination to protrude into the stainless

steel sphere. In addition, a stainless steel vapor shield

of 0.001 inch thickness has been placed beneath the

fiberglass reinforced resin layer to keep helium from

diffusing out of the refrigerator, without introducing a

serious heat leak from the flange to the cold end. By using

the classical cryogenic techniques of a knife edge

transition between dissimilar construction materials, a very

low leak rate on the order of 10-8 standard cubic

centimeters per second has been achieved. Most importantly,
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the resonator has proven capable of operating at full power

and at low temperatures without producing a leak. The basic

design has been pressure tested to four times the working

pressure by NRL and found to be fully capable of

withstanding a large overpressurization without failure.

The resonator was not only successfully mated to the

STAR driver, but also integrated with the Resonance Control

Board to provide a refrigerator capable of operating

autonomously without the need for an operator to keep it on

resonance or at the proper acoustic pressure amplitude.

Although there were no expectations of surpassing the

performance levels achieved by Susalla and Hofler with the

prototype thermoacoustic refrigerator, and although a COPR

of 0.14 at medium-power was encouraging, a value of 0.10 at

full-power should have been about 30 percent higher. The

disappointing results for full-power are likely attributable

to defects in the trumpet/sphere assembly in the form of a

small dent in the sphere. This dent was, unfortunately,

exactly at the point where the trumpet has its closest

approach to the sphere. This defect could possibly have

created turbulence which would have heated the working gas

enough to down-grade the operation of the refrigerator.

Another possible cause that must be investigated is the

fit of the thermoacoustic stack and thermal sleeve within

the resonator. If the fit were loose, the cooling

efficiency might be reduced because the high gas velocities
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would cause these paits to vibrate. Additionally, the gas

may be driven acoustically in and out of small gaps created

by the loose fitting thermal sleeve which could cause

acoustic losses and heating.

The refrigerator has been operated continuously at full-

power now for periods of up to one week, without incident.

Under these circumstances, the only service performed by the

experimental investigator has been to change the heat load.

Otherwise, the device is fully capable of running itself

unattended. One can only conclude that the design,

construction, testing, and finally the certification by NASA

of the Space Thermoacoustic Refrigerator has been an

enormous success and a valuable education.
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APPENDIX A

DATA ACQUISITION PROGRAM

In this section, the data acquisition program is

reproduced verbatim. No explanations will be given for the

commands save that the program is written in HP BASIC for

use with the HP 9836 computer which is interfaced, via the

HP-IB, with the HP 3457A programmable multimeter. This

multimeter has one front panel input and eight rear panel

input channels. The Program, in addition to commanding the

multimeter to take the required data at the desired

intervals, also converts the thermocouple voltages to

degrees centigrade temperature; converts the power

measurement circuit outputs to watts and amperes; converts

the pressure transducer output voltage to a PSI reading! and

converts the microphone and accelerometer to RMS voltage.

2 PRINT DAT$(TIMEDATE)

10 PRINT "TIME","Tc";" ";"Th";" ";"POWER(W) ","CURR(A)",

"PRESS(PSI)","MIC(VRMS)","ACCL(VRMS) ","FREQ"

20 OUTPUT 722;"RESET"

30 OUTPUT 722;"NDIG 4"

40 OUTPUT 722;"NPLC 10"

50 OUTPUT 722;"CHAN 2"

60 OUTPUT 722;A
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70 OUTPUT /122;"CHAN 3"1

80 OUTPUT 722;B

90 OUTPUT 722;"1CHAN 0"f

100 ENTER 722;C

110 OUTPUT 722;"1CHAN 1"1

120 ENTER 722;D

130 OUTPUT 722;"1CHAN 4"1

140 ENTER 722;E

150 OUTPUT 722;"1CH-AN 5"1

160 ENTER 722;F

170 OUTPUT 722;"1CHAN 61;

180 ENTER 722;G

190 OUTPUT 722;"CHAN 7"1

192 OUTPUT 722;11FREQ AUTO"

193 OUTPUT 722;"IACBAND 30011

194 ENTER 722;H

195 OUTPUT 722;"1TER4 FRONT"

196 OUTPUT 722;"OHMN"

197 OUTPUT 722;"ARANGE OFF"

198 OUTPUT 722;"1MATH CTHRN"I

199 ENTER 722;N

200 A=A*10

210 I=A*3.25536E-4+7.57757E-4

220 I=I*A+1.81301E-2

230 I=I*A+2.687857E-1

240 I=I*A+1.705659E+1
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250 I=I*A+1..380078E-2

251 P=N*1.652E-12+2.351E-10

252 p=P*N+9 .625E-8

253 P=P*N+5. 178E-5

254 P=P*N+0.0586

255 P=P*N+5.664E-4

260 B=B*1000

261 B=B+P

270 J=B*3.25536E-4+7.57757E-4

280 J=J*B+1.81301E-2

290 J=J*B-2.687857E-1

300 J=J*B+1.705659E-1

310 J=J*B+1.380078E-2

3J20 K=G/10

330 L--F/4.2

340 M=E*1000-6.3022

350 M=M/1.621

360 C=C*10

400 PRINT

400 PRINT TIME$(TIMEDATE) ;DROUND(I,4) ;DROUND(J,4) ;DROUND

(C,4);DROUND(D,4);DROUND(M,4),DROUND(L,4),DROUND(K,4),

DROUND(H, 3)

410 WAIT 60

420 GOTO 20

430 END
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APPENDIX B

POWER MEASUREMENT CIRCUIT

An electrical circuit was designed and built to monitor

the electrical power and current being delivered to the STAR

driver. This data is useful for monitoring the status of

the driver and for calculating the electroacoustic

efficiency of the driver/resonator system. This circuit

also provides the emergency shut down crowbar circuit with

the necessary driver current data. A schematic of the

circuit is shown in Figure B-1. It is housed in the same

cabinet with the failsafe protection circuit (Chapter VI-E).

The current being delivered to the driver voice coil is

easily measured by inserting a "current sensing" resistor of

known value in series with the voice coil and power

amplifier and measuring the voltage drop across it. The

current through the resistor, and thus the voice coil, is

simply the voltage drop divided by the value of the

resistor. Because AC sinusoidal wave forms are employed, it

is assumed that all voltages and currents are RMS unless

otherwise stated.

A resistor value of 0.1 ohms was chosen to minimize the

amount of power wasted. Since it was anticipated that the

driver would have about 1 to 1.5 amperes of current passed

through it at full power, a 0.1 ohm resistor would only
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dissipate 100 to 225 milliwatts of electrical power.

Unfortunately, a resistor value this small would also have a

small voltage drop of about 100 to 150 millivolts across it

at full power, and much less at lower power levels. The

voltage drop is therefore amplified by a factor of ten by a

high accuracy instrumentation amplifier (INA-II0). This

factor of ten cancels the one tenth of an ohm in the

equation

V = I * R (B-l)

such that the scaling factor between the resistor voltage

drop and the current is exactly one. The RMS value of the

sinusoidal waveform is measured by a true RMS to DC

converter integrated circuit (AD536) which returns a DC

voltage equivalent to the RMS level of the waveform.

The average electrical power Paverage being delivered to

the driver is given simply by the expression

PaNcrage = V(Ot) (B-2)

where the bar denotes the time average of the quantity. A

combination of a four quadrant multiplier and a low pass AC

blocking filter is used to multiply the two voltage and

current signals and give the average value.

The IC multiplier multiplies two differential voltages

and divides by a scale factor of 10 giving Vout=VlV2/10,

where the harmonic time dependance of V is suppressed for

convenience. Letting Vl=Vdriver and V2=10Vresistor gives

.i=V(1Vr/10. The low pass filter gives
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V'out=Vout/2=VdVr/2, and substituting Vr=IdR=Id(O.1) gives

V'out=(VdId/2 )/10 or PRMS/10. Thus, PRMS=l0(V'out). This

is useful for measuring low power levels of one watt or

less. For higher power levels where the voltage drop across

the voice coil exceeds 10 volts RMS, a voltage divider is

placed at the input to the multiplier to prevent the circuit

from being saturated and returning erroneous data. The

voltage divider allows the input of the multiplier to see

Vdriver/10 such that the RMS power is now PRMS=I00(V'out).

Of course, the voltage divider could be left in for low

power measurements, but the magnitude of V'out would be on

the order of a couple of millivolts which is perilously

close to the DC offset of the circuit.
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Figure B-1. Power Measurement Circuit
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APPENDIX C

THE HOFLER TUBE FROM HELL

The thermoacoustic effects described in chapter II were

focused primarily on those of the heat pump. A very simple

example of a prime mover exists, however, which can actually

aid in the understanding of how a thermoacoustic

refrigerator operates. Tom Hofler built such a device,

affectionately known as the Hofler tube, to show his Ph.D.

candidacy committee at the University of California, San

Diego.

Recalling that the thermoacoustic heat pump becomes a

prime mover when a large heat gradient is placed across the

thermoacoustic stack: the Hofler tube consists of a quarter-

wave length copper "organ pipe" with a series of parallel

fiberglass plates located in the middle acting as the

thermoacoustic stack and parallel copper strips glued to the

edges of these plates to act as hot and cold heat

exchangers. It is capable of resonating at a considerable

sound intensity level when the stack is exposed to a

substantial temperature ratio Th/Tc greater than 2. This is

done by immersing the open end in liquid nitrogen while the

closed end is held at room temperature. The resonance is

entirely self-exciting and requires no loudspeaker to start

it, as just the slightest perturbation is enough to get it
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going. Indeed, the only way to stop it is to stuff a towel

in its mouth until it warms back up.

The author, along with Mr. Glenn Harrell of the Naval

Post Graduate School Space Systems Precision Fabrication

Facility, built a second generation Hofler tube employing

the same stack and heat exchanger manufacturing methods as

used in STAR, albeit with a much shorter stack. Figure C-I

shows a cross sectional view of the Hofler Tube which uses a

spirally wound stack 0.550 inches in length and of the same

diameter as the STAR stack. The heat exchangers are

identical to the STAR units except for their length which is

0.125 inches for both the hot and cold heat exchanger.

The tube is actually divided into three parts. The

center section is a stainless steel tube with flanges which

houses the stack and has relatively poor thermal-

conductivity. The two outer sections are made of copper

(having better thermal-conductivity) with copper flanges,

and have the heat exchangers soft-soldered into them such

that they are flush with the flange surface. The stack is

inserted into the center section and the three sections are

bolted together with a small amount of heat-sink compound

between the mating surfaces of the copper and stainless

steel flanges.

A photograph of the completed Hofler Tube is shown in

Figure C-2. It is capable of borderline painfully loud

sound intensities and is considerably more efficient than
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Cold
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Figure C-1. Hofler Tube Cross Section (not to scale)
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the original Hofler tube. The superior properties of helium

as a working medium are easily demonstrated by injecting

helium into the tube while it is running. As expected,

since the velocity of sound in helium is approximately thrt-e

times as fast as for air, the resonant frequency triples, or

increases by about one and one-half octaves. The sound

intensity also increases considerably since the radiation

efficiency for a simple sound source, where the wave-length

is much larger than the diameter of the radiator, increases

with frequency.
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Figure C-2. Photograph of Hofler Tube
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APPENDIX D

CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS

This section contains construction drawings for the

resonator, the stainless foil soldering assembly and the

thermal vacuum cannister. The first two sets of drawings

were done by Professor T.J. Hofler but include the

modifications to the resonator reducer which were designed

by the author. The third set of drawings are from Harris

and Volkert [Ref. 1].
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Figure D-1. Resonator Parts Identification Drawing
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APPENDIX E

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS

This section contains specifications for the Omega E-

type thermocouples used on the resonator, and the Dexter-

Hysol EA 9396 two-part epoxy used on the fiberglass

reinforced plastic (FRP) layer around the stainless steel

helium diffusion shield.
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HYSOL- ~ Es 936-

DESCRIPTION
EA 9)95 is a low vssosfy. room temperature curirg arlheis%,i system with excellent strerroth prooerltes at temperatures from
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APP LI CAT ION
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BOND STRENGTH PERFORMANCE
Tensite Lap Shear Strength Tensile lap shoor strength tested oer ASTM 0 1002. Adhoronda are 2024-T3 clao aluminum
treated with phosphoric acid anodize per SAC 5555 'l-ues Ole elprelsed In PSI)

Test Temperature, *F -67 75 lea 300 350

Cure S dayslt' 77*F 3300 4000 3200 1800 1500
1 hour it I50*F 3300 4200 3300 1800 1200
30 min. t6i 180'F 3500 4200 3300 1900 1200

Peel Strength
Bell Peet Strength tested per ASTKA 0 3167 alter curinig for 5 days at 77F- Adherends are 2024-T3 clad aluminum treated
with phosphoric acid anodize per SAC 5555.

Test Temperature."ll Typical Results (PLI)

77 25
180 20

Ser-ce Temperature
Service temoerature is defined as that temperature at which this adhesive Still retairns 1000 PSI using test method ASTM 0
1002 and Is 300'F.

HAZARD WARNING
For Industiat Use Onlyt

PART A
CAUTION! The uncured adh-sive causes aye irritation and may cause skin irritation as atlergc dermattis Contains epoxy
resins. U'.e good ventilaiorn. Avoid contact with eyes or Skin Wash thoroughly with soap end water alter handling. Do not
handle or use until the Satery Data Sheet has been read and understood. Do not cut or Weld empty container.

PAnT 9
DANGER' Causes severe skin and eye burns. Do not get in eyes. on skin or on clothing. Wash thoroughly after handling
V50 0i5 may be irritating to the lesoirtory tract Avoid breario vapor Keep) container lighfty closed Use only with aoteouare
venwalon Do no, %il 0r weld emrnry "Oniainet Do not han~dle or use until Safety Drita Sheet has been read and understood.
Thirse warnigs sie based on Guides 1-nr Cla"s.ing and Litteinci Epodz Prtnducts Accoring to Thirt Hazamoous Poreniailies
piCrcad~ by the Eooily Rosin Formultors Division and the Society 01 the PlastiCS Industry, Inc.. and based on ANSI Z129

AVAILABI1LITY
Ths v-oou- is avaiiable from' l-t sol Anircspace and tndu~si1 Products Division. 2850 Witlow Pass Road. P.0, Bos 312.
FrISDurg, CA 945e$.3299. Teephone 415 687.4201. TWX 910 387-0363

Revised 2,88

HYSOL
AIROSPACI A IPIFOUSTRIIAL PRODUCTS OMSON

2510 wile. P1114 A0i.0 P0 so. 3i2 V-,,,q~ii CA 0565
li. OA 3t 687.4701 rI 110 36IO363
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